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Story neglects to mention one little
niggling aspect involving Harry Reid
By Thomas Mitchell
How soon they forget.
The banner headline in Saturday’s Review-Journal reads: “SLS
lenders sue developers.”
While the story relates that 60
Chinese investors in the project to
convert the old Sahara hotel into the
SLS Las Vegas are suing, partly because they have not received their
promised visas in return for their
$500,000 investments under the
controversial EB-5 visa program,
there is no mention of the role of

My Point
of View
By Rolando Larraz

Before I start my weekly column
I would like to acknowledge the
beautiful Christmas card wishing
me and my family the best from
Judge and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie; this
year as with other previous Christmases, the Ritchies are among the
first cards I have received, topped
only by Judge Bert Brown and
family.
I also want to acknowledge the
Christmas card and the wonderful
gift from my Managing Editor,
Maramis Choufani, who, despite
being on a partial Thanksgiving,
Christmas and New Year’s vacation
in Texas, still remembers me and is
still turning my broken English into
a real and understandable language.
And now, back to reality — and
the same pain in the neck that a few
people think I am because they do
not agree with my point of view (no
pun intended) of respecting our flag
and being a proud resident of this
great nation.
So the former bleached blonde
of Fox News and now with NBC
Network, Megyn Kelly, who since
the first day she arrived at her new
job has been trying to take the place
of the twenty-year veteran of the
organization, Matt Lauer, is now
again attacking President Trump
for behavior that happened several
years ago.
The bad feeling of Megyn Kelly
toward President Trump goes back
to last year during the primary
Republican campaign when then
candidate Trump put the blonde
who believes she is God’s gift to
the world in her place.
Now perhaps because the Democrats and the liberal news are
upset with the president’s support
of Judge Roy Moore days before
the special election, out of the blue
come four women alleging sexual
misconduct by the president way
before he was elected.
It seems like Megyn Kelly is a
symbol of bad luck; everywhere she
goes there is trouble — it seems like
she brings bad luck. Kelly was part
of the Bill O’Reilley team on Fox
News until she decided to start a
war with the man who gave her her
first opportunity on Fox.
Then Kelly began to fight with
Sean Hannity, and later with everyone else that would step in her way
because, I assume, she was under
the false impression that she is the
new Godmother of the national
television news, regardless of lack
of talent.
Of course all these people who
are less experienced and less talented than me are making millions
while I am still counting my pennies because I do not see Megyn
Kelly’s talent and I don’t see how
she can be worth twenty million a
year; but apparently she is and I
am not because I am nowhere near
being an unattractive and arrogant
bleached blonde with a very
(See My Point of View, Page 2)

former Nevada Sen. Harry Reid.
Some of those Chinese investors
had been denied visas by Homeland
Security because of “suspicious
financial activity.” That decision
was ineligible for appeal.
But Reid and his staff twisted
arms anyway.
According to a Washington
Times account at the time, one U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services official reported getting into
a shouting match with a Reid staffer
over the denial of those visas.
“This one is going to be a major
headache for us all because Sen.
Reid’s office/staff is pushing hard

and I just had a long yelling match
on the phone,” that official wrote
in an email. That official was later
called by Reid himself, seeking the
help of the agency’s head, Alejandro Mayorkas.
Reid made a personal call to
Mayorkas in January 2013, according to the Times, and Mayorkas
promised him his agency would
take a “fresh look” at the SLS hotel
and casino visa request. Soon after
that the agency expedited visas for
about two dozen foreign SLS casino
investors.
Mayorkas was later confirmed
(See Harry Reid, Page 0)

Protesters outside courthouse in Las Vegas.
Cliven Bundy, his sons Ammon in prison.
and Ryan, and self-styled militia
After holding the four in jail
member Ryan Payne face felony since February of 2016, shortly
charges, including conspiracy, as- after the start of the trial the judge
sault and threats against federal of- agreed to release all four on what
ficers, firearms counts, obstruction amounts to house arrest. Three
and extortion for which a conviction accepted but Cliven Bundy refused
could carry a sentence of 170 years her terms and remains jailed.

Will this case take another
strange twist?
So far, in the case — which
grows out of the armed protest
against the BLM’s attempted confiscation of Bundy’s cattle for refusing to pay grazing fees — two have
been acquitted by a jury, two have
pleaded to a misdemeanor and released on time served, one pleaded
to conspiracy charge and faces up
to six years in prison, another was
convicted and sentenced to seven
years another was convicted and
sentenced to 68 years in prison and
still another was convicted and is
awaiting sentencing but faces up
to 30 years.
The trial of six more defendants,
including two more Bundy sons,
Dave and Mel Bundy, is scheduled
for 30 days after the current trial
ends … if it ever does.
Dave and Mel Bundy and two
other defendants were finally released this past week.

The picture published by The New York Post shows the alleged terrorist.

The man arrested in the bombing, Akayed Ullah — who told
investigators he wanted to retaliate
for American action against Islamic
State extremists — came to the U.S.
from Bangladesh in 2011 on a visa
available to certain relatives of U.S.
citizens.
“Today’s terror suspect entered our country through extended-family chain migration, which
is incompatible with national security,” Trump said in a statement
that called for various changes to
the immigration system. Earlier,
White House spokeswoman Sarah
(See NYC Attack, Page 4)

DOJ has further commented that
they appreciate the help from the
Committee and will be conducting
a thorough assessment based on
all the information that is available

Grassley, R-Iowa, and Ranking
Member Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., said they needed to receive
a letter and be assured that the
(See Planned Parenthood, Page 5)

Bunkerville trial takes
another twisted turn
SLS Las Vegas

By Thomas Mitchell
First, the judge in the federal
trial of four defendants in the
Bunkerville standoff case delayed
the trial for a week because the
defense accused the prosecution of
not providing potential evidence.
Now, three weeks into that trial,
the judge has halted the trial over
similar allegations.
According to the website of
the morning newspaper, the judge
today hinted at the possibility of
a mistrial, saying the failure to
disclose potentially exculpatory
evidence might be “sufficient to
undermine the confidence in the
outcome of the trial.”
The judge, after dismissing jurors until Wednesday, read a long
list of documents, witness names
and other information that she said
government prosecutors did not
provide to defendants in a timely
fashion. The story at this time provides no details.

Islamic State terror attack in NYC helps
Trump’s merit-based immigration push

HORN NEWS) — A would-be
suicide bomber’s rush-hour blast
in the heart of the New York City
subway system failed to cause the
bloodshed he intended, authorities
said, but it gave new fuel to President Donald Trump’s push to limit
immigration.
Hours after Monday’s explosion
in an underground passageway
connecting two of Manhattan’s
busiest stations, Trump cited the
background of the bomber in renewing his call for closer scrutiny
of foreigners who come to the country and less immigration based on
family ties.

DOJ investigating Planned Parenthood activities

By The Horn editorial team
(HORN NEWS) — The Department of Justice has announced they
have launched an investigation into
the corrupt Planned Parenthood.
The federal investigation is a result of an undercover investigation
by pro-life activists in 2015.
The DOJ plans to further investigate the Senate Judiciary
Committee’s 2016 probe into the
organization’s illegal sale of fetal
tissue.
Fox News reported, “Justice
Department Assistant Attorney
General for Legislative Affairs
Stephen Boyd formally requested
unredacted documents from the
Senate Judiciary Committee, the
same panel that led the congressional probe into the women’s health
organization.”

to them.
Last month, FBI requested
unredacted documents from the
Committee and Fox News reported
that, “Committee Chairman Chuck

Megyn Kelly just got terrible news

(HORN NEWS) — Since joining NBC, Megyn Kelly has struggled. Kelly has largely failed to
provide network executives the
ratings they envisioned when signing her jaw dropping $18 million
dollar contract.
In a desperate bid to jump her
ratings, Kelly went back to a reliable source of publicity Monday:
Attack President Donald Trump.
Kelly hosted three women that
have accused the president of sexually assaulting them in the past.

They have provided no evidence
for their claims, and Trump has
consistently denied the allegations
and called the women liars.
But it might be too late to save
Kelly’s job.
The embattled former Fox News
star received very bad news about
her show’s ratings last Tuesday.
To put it bluntly, Kelly’s ratings
are bad. Very, very bad.
So bad, Kelly’s show was the
worst performing morning show in
(See Megyn Kelly, Page 6)
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Who is telling the truth in Kihuen contratempts
By Thomas Mitchell
Lie detectors at 10 paces, turn
and fire.
In order to protect his own hide
from allegations of sexual harassment, Nevada’s CD4 Rep. Ruben
Kihuen told ABC News that two
people who are calling for him to
resign over those allegations were
aware of the claims back during
the election campaign in 2016 and
continued to support him.
According to BuzzFeed, a female Kihuen campaign staffer quit
in April 2016 shortly after the candidate started propositioning her for
dates and sex despite her repeated
rejections and twice touched her
thighs without her consent.
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REUBEN KIHUEN

My Point of View
(Continued from Page 1)
voice.
But even with her obvious lack
of talent, she was working her way
up to replace the NBC star of the
Today Show, Matt Lauer, and now
I wonder if she is behind those
women who have come forward
claiming Matt Lauer’s sexual misconduct.
I have never met Matt Lauer;
I have never exchanged one word
with the star of NBC’s Today Show,
yet I had the same feeling today
after learning about the charges of
sexual misconduct levied against
him that I had years ago when two
innocent people were accused of
killing Ted Binion. Everyone was
writing that Ted Binion was killed

by his girlfriend and her alleged
behind-the-scenes boyfriend, yet
I, personally, and the Las Vegas
Tribune were the only ones seeing
the other side of the charges, and
we wrote about it weekly, that there
was at least the possibility that they
did not murder the casino mogul.
The first day of the trial I wrote
that “after seeing all the players
in the case, I am almost sure that
they did not commit the murder
they were charged with” — and I
was right.
Today, I have the feeling that
Megyn Kelly’s hands are behind
the Matt Lauer sexual misconduct
conspiracy because she wants to
take his place on the Today Show,
without realizing that the show’s

The woman said the propositions became more frequent and
more aggressive and Kihuen asked
her if she had ever “cheated on her
boyfriend.” She said the candidate
offered to get them a hotel room
together while campaigning and
she told BuzzFeed, “I said ‘no’ very
firmly and he just laughed at me. It
was humiliating.”
Kihuen now says both Democratic Party leader Nancy Pelosi
and Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee chair Ben
Ray Lujan knew about the allegations, looked into them and did not
find anything.
In fact the woman said she informed the DCCC as to why she
was quitting. Kihuen’s campaign
manager told BuzzFeed someone at
the DCCC called to say the woman
had quit because she felt “uncom-

fortable” around Kihuen, but there
were no specifics and Kihuen denied any wrongdoing.
A spokesman for Pelosi said she
was not aware of the allegation earlier and first learned of them from
BuzzFeed.
“Congressman Kihuen’s statement is not true,” a DCCC spokesman said. “We were presented with
these disturbing facts for the first
time last week, and the chair immediately called for his resignation.”
“I’ve been abundantly clear that
anyone that is guilty of sexual harassment or sexual assault, that they
don’t deserve to hold public office
at any level, and I continue to hold
that position,” Lujan said.
Kihuen has said he will not
resign.
Who is telling or stretching the
truth?

shoes are too big for her to fill.
Every time I see older men getting infatuated with women they
find too attractive to resist, I give
thanks to the Lord that I never in my
life had allowed a female beauty to
control my mind or my rationality;
I have never been that weak.
As I have stated before, we need
a statute of limitations for sexual
charges, either sexual misconduct
or any other charge of sexual impropriety, and “old, yet recently
brought up charges” should not be
given the same credibility as recent
more provable ones.
This is a matter of common
sense; why wait forty years or even
five years to come forward with
charges as serious as sex charges
on any level? Women need to put

aside such material reasons like not
wanting to lose their job, the man is
too powerful, she needs the money,
or she is afraid of retaliation later
on, and bring the charges at the
time, if she was really that offended. Waiting so long to report that
offense does at least two things: it
makes the woman look like she’s
after something other than justice,
and it jeopardizes her credibility.
My name is Rolando Larraz, and
as always, I approved this column.
*****
Rolando Larraz is Editor in
Chief of the Las Vegas Tribune.
His column appears weekly in this
newspaper. To contact Rolando
Larraz, email him at: Rlarraz@
lasvegastribune.com or at 702272-4634.
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Quote of the Week:

“A dog will teach you
unconditional love. If you
can have that in your life,
things won’t be too bad.”
—Robert Wagner
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Trump signs directive aimed at
sending Americans back to moon
By Ellen Mitchell
The Hill
President Trump in a White
House ceremony on Monday signed
a new directive aimed at sending
U.S. astronauts back to the moon
— one that, while short on details,
the administration insisted will restore the U.S. to its role as a leader
in space exploration and help spur
job growth.
The order “will refocus America’s space program on human
exploration and discovery,” and
“marks an important step in returning American astronauts to the
moon ... for long-term exploration
and use,” Trump said prior to signing the document.
Monday marks the anniversary
of the Apollo 17 mission landing
on the moon in 1972, the last human
voyage to the moon.
Trump opened the ceremony
by thanking Vice President Pence,
chairman of the National Space
Council, “for helping ... to restore
American leadership in space.”
Also at the ceremony was retired astronaut Harrison Hagan
“Jack” Schmitt, the last living crew
member of Apollo 17, and Buzz
Aldrin, the second man to walk on
the moon.
“Exactly 45 years ago, almost
to the minute, Jack became one of
the last Americans to land on the
moon. Today we pledge that he will
not be the last, and I suspect we’ll
be finding other places to land in
addition to the moon. What do you
think Jack?” Trump said.
“This time, we will not only
plant our flag and leave our footprint, we will establish a foundation

for an eventual mission to Mars
and perhaps, someday, to many
worlds beyond. This directive will
ensure America’s space program
once again leads and inspires all of
humanity,” Trump added.
“This is a giant step toward that
inspiring future. We are the leader,
and we are going to stay the leader,”
he said.
Pence praised Trump’s leadership and said today’s action will
establish a “renewed American
presence on the moon,” and “enhance our national security and our
capacity to provide for the common

defense” of the United States.
“We will also spur innovation
as the space program has always
done,” Pence said, adding that
“we’ll see jobs created that we
couldn’t even imagine could be
created today.”
“American leadership and
American values” will set the rules
in space, Pence added.
The vice president announced
at his first National Space Council
meeting in October that the U.S.
will return American astronauts to
the moon. The council was created
in 1989 under President George

Harry Reid

(Continued from Page 1)
by the Senate to become the second
in command at Homeland Security
despite the fact he was under investigation for expediting certain visa
applications for certain applicants
despite the rejection of those visas
by career staffers.
An ethics complaint was filed
against Reid, but it went nowhere.
“Despite the fact that these
applications were ineligible for
appeal, Senator Reid’s efforts to
lobby USCIS resulted in the reconsideration and approval of those
applications …” the complaint
said, adding that the recipients of
the investments were major contributors to the Democratic Party
and Democratic candidates. “Even
more troublesome is the fact that
Senator Reid’s son, Rory Reid,
and his law firm, Lionel, Sawyer &
Collins P.C., are legal counsel to the
SLS Hotel and Casino.”
The complaint pointed out that
the U.S. Senate Code of Official
Conduct permits members to assist
people with executive branch agencies, but it also says:
“The decision to provide assistance to petitioners may not be
made on the basis of contributions
or services, or promises of contributions or services, to the Member’s
political campaigns or to other
organizations in which the Member
has a political, personal, or financial interest.”
Interestingly, in 2015, Democratic California Sen. Dianne
Feinstein called on Congress to
end the EB-5 visa program that
grants visas to foreigners who

H.W. Bush and disbanded in 1993,
but re-established by Trump in
June.
“This is very exciting and very
important for our country and it also
happens to mean jobs,” Trump said
as he sat to sign the document.
In a statement following the
signing, the White House offered
few details on how it will enact such
changes, but said it will refocus the
U.S space program “on feasible
goals” and “create incentives for
private industry that spur 21st century space capabilities.”
Former Presidents George W.

Bush and Obama both pledged
significant increases for NASA in
signing past space policy directives.
Bush in 2004 sought $12 billion
more over five years to fund NASA,
while Obama in 2010 committed
to increasing funding by $6 billion
over five years.
But the White House statement
did not mention any spending increase for NASA to accomplish the
new directive.
Instead, the statement noted that
“multiple American companies will
provide the Pentagon with American engines and rockets to launch
national security payloads.”
“The United States has been
forced to rely on Russian rockets,
at the cost of $70 million per seat,”
following the 2011 retirement of the
space shuttle program, according
to the statement. “In the coming
years the United States will launch
astronauts on an American-made
rocket and crew system.”
At the ceremony were several
lawmakers and two current U.S.
astronauts Christina Koch and
Peggy Whitson, who at 57 years
old became the oldest woman in
space when she was in orbit on the
International Space Station earlier
this year.
Also attending were Secretary
of Transportation Elaine Chao,
Secretary of Commerce Wilbur
Ross, Secretary of Homeland Security Kirstjen Nielsen, White House
national security adviser H.R.
McMaster, Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats, acting NASA
Administrator Robert Lightfoot,
Joint Chiefs of Staff Vice Chairman
Gen. Paul Selva and Deputy Defense Secretary Patrick Shanahan.

agement, waste and fraud that
threatened the general public’s
safety, National Security Risks
and public corruption surrounding
an EB-5 project, I was subjected
to a significant amount of harassment and retaliation. … Some of
the violations I was investigating
surrounding this EB-5 project include Title 18 statues; Major Fraud,
Money Laundering, Bank and Wire
fraud. In addition, I had discovered
ties to Organized crime and high
ranking officials and politicians,

who received large campaign contributions that appeared to have
facilitat(ed) the EB-5 project.”
Reid not only called the whistleblowers who complained about
his meddling in the visa program
decisions whiners but bragged that
he would do it all over again.
“One of the problems we have
with government … is people take
too long to make decisions,” Reid
said.
That’s all water under the bridge
… apparently.

Rodham Clinton.
Homeland Security Secretary
Jeh Johnson shrugged it off, saying
Mayorkas had been “impatient with
our sluggish government bureaucracy.” It wasn’t sluggish. The expedited visas were denied and that
decision was, according to agency
rules, not appealable.
Later an ICE agent who tried
to block the SLS visas was fired.
She refused to accept a $100,000
severance package that would
have required non-disclosure and
testified before Congress about
the abuses of the EB-5 program.
She later accepted an undisclosed
settlement.
The agent testified that EB-5
visas were approved in as little as
16 days and “lacked basic necessary
law enforcement” screening.
She told Congress: “In 2013,
after disclosing gross misman-

invest in job-creating projects in
the U.S., saying it was a “citizenship-for-sale” program. She said
it is “crystal clear that the EB-5
regional center program presents
a stark conflict of interest for the
Trump White House.”
Her umbrage was prompted
by reports that President Trump’s
son-in-law Jared Kushner’s sister
mentioned the visa program to
potential Chinese investors in a
family-owned project.
She had no such outrage years
earlier when Reid bullied the agency for the SLS.
Also, Homeland Security’s
Inspector General issued a report
in March of 2015 accusing Mayorkas of showing favoritism and
providing special access to EB-5
visas for Democrats — specifically
Reid, Terry McAuliffe and Anthony Rodham, brother of Hillary
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Senators clash over direction of Russia, Clinton probes
By Jordain Carney
The Hill
Partisan tensions are mounting
on the Senate Judiciary Committee,
with both parties accusing the other
of stonewalling.
The panel’s investigation into
the 2016 election appears to have
hit the skids, with members increasingly fighting over the direction of
the probe.
Republicans want to dig back
into Obama-era scandals, including
the FBI’s handling of its investigation into Hillary Clinton’s private
email server.
But Democrats say the committee should be focused on potential collusion between President
Trump’s campaign and Russia, as
well as the circumstances of former
FBI Director James Comey’s firing.
They are publicly questioning
whether Sen. Chuck Grassley
(R-Iowa), the chairman of the
committee, is really willing to look
into the Trump administration,
including on potential obstruction
of justice.
“[Republicans have] walked
away from this issue and have tried
to divert public attention, sadly,
to tell us, ‘well let’s go back and
investigate Hillary Clinton again,’
which is their common refrain.
I’m disappointed,” said Sen. Dick
Durbin (D-Ill.).
Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse
(D-R.I.) also pounced on a New

York Times story that referenced an
anonymous GOP senator saying the
president had urged them to open up
a separate probe into Fusion GPS
— the firm tied to a controversial
research dossier on Trump.
“Who is this Republican Senator
‘nudged’ by the White House? Is
this why full Judiciary hearings
have veered in this direction instead
of Russia/obstruction?” he said in
a tweet.
Top Democrats on the panel —
including Sens. Dianne Feinstein
(Calif), the ranking member —
want to subpoena Donald Trump Jr.
for his testimony on a 2016 meeting
with a Russian lawyer who promised dirt on Clinton. Democrats also
want to know more about Trump
Jr.’s contact with WikiLeaks, which
published Clinton’s leaked emails.
Sen. Richard Blumenthal
(D-Conn.) sent Grassley a letter

(Continued from Page 1)
Huckabee Sanders said Trump’s
proposed policies “could have prevented this.”
In a scenario New York had
dreaded for years, Ullah strapped
on a crude pipe bomb with Velcro
and plastic ties, slipped unnoticed
into the nation’s busiest subway
system and set off the device, authorities said.
The device didn’t work as intended; authorities said. Ullah,
27, was the only person seriously
wounded. But the attack sent frightened commuters fleeing through a
smoky passageway, and three people suffered headaches and ringing
ears from the first bomb blast in the
subway in more than two decades.
“This is one of my nightmares
… a terrorist attack in the subway
system,” Gov. Andrew Cuomo told
cable channel NY1. “The good
news is: We were on top of it.”
Ullah was being treated for
burns to his hands and abdomen
but spoke to investigators from
his hospital bed, law enforcement
officials said. He was “all over the
place” about his motive but indicated he wanted to avenge what
he portrayed as U.S. aggression
against the Islamic State group, a
law enforcement official said.
The officials spoke to The As-

sociated Press on condition of
anonymity because they were not
authorized to speak publicly about
the blast.
Ullah’s low-tech bomb used explosive powder, a nine-volt battery,
a Christmas light and matches, the
officials said. Investigators said the
suspect was seen on surveillance
footage igniting the bomb.
In the end, it wasn’t powerful
enough to turn the pipe into deadly
shrapnel, the officials said.
Law enforcement officials said
Ullah looked at IS propaganda online but is not known to have any
direct contact with the militants
and probably acted alone. Cuomo
said there was no evidence, so far,
of other bombs or a larger plot.
The Democrat said officials were
exploring whether Ullah had been
on authorities’ radar, but there was
no indication yet that he was.
The attack came less than two
months after eight people died
near the World Trade Center in a
truck attack that, authorities said,
was carried out by an Uzbek immigrant who admired the Islamic
State group.
Since 1965, America’s immigration policy has centered on giving
preference to people with advanced
education or skills, or people with
family ties to U.S. citizens and, in
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urging him to subpoena Trump Jr.
“immediately.”
Under the committee rules,
a subpoena would take either a
majority vote of the panel or an
agreement between Grassley and
Feinstein.
But Grassley appeared to downplay the need for Trump Jr. to publicly testify immediately, stating he
was being “fully cooperative” with
committee staff and Democrats
were still requesting information.
“We need to get what documents
[Democrats] need, in order to make
a determination [of] if we need to
talk to him in an open hearing, but
so far, if there’s additional questions, and I understand there is from
one of the Democrat members of
the committee, I’m willing to cooperate with them and help them get
that information,” he said.
Grassley added that he asks

Democrats to “take that route first
because they need that information
in order to make a hearing … successful.”
That answer isn’t likely to sit
well with Democrats, who are
already concerned about the pace
of the Judiciary Committee’s work.
“I think the urgency and pace of
our investigation into obstruction of
justice and other issues relating to
the Department of Justice should be
increased,” Blumenthal said when
asked about the committee’s overall
investigation.
Though Feinstein became the
top Democrat on the Judiciary
Committee this year, she and
Grassley have worked together for
years, largely on international narcotic issues. They’ve also publicly
praised each other since they started
working together on the panel.
Sen. John Cornyn (R-Texas),
a member of the committee, said
the current split between the two
senators on the 2016 investigation
was “to be expected,” but noted that
Grassley and Feinstein generally
work well together.
“They’re both terrific people and
I think on one of the most polarized
committees in the Senate, it’s a
pleasure,” he said.
Feinstein, who is up for reelection in 2018 and facing a progressive primary challenger, has come
under criticism from the left for
her work with Grassley. Some also

say she hasn’t used her high-profile
Senate perch to speak out loudly
enough against Trump.
Grassley, meanwhile, has long
been respected in Congress for
his commitment to congressional
oversight.
But tensions have been simmering on the committee’s Russia
investigation for months.
Grassley sent a barrage of letters
tied to Comey’s firing and Russia’s
election meddling without Feinstein, and, separately, appeared to
move toward probing the Obamaera Uranium One deal.
Days later, Feinstein said she
would start her own investigation
that would focus on potential collusion between the Trump campaign
and Russia as well as potential
obstruction of justice by Trump.
Since then Feinstein has sent
nearly 20 letters, including requests
this week for communications director Hope Hicks, former chief of
staff Reince Priebus and longtime
Trump aide Keith Schiller to agree
to an interview with Judiciary Committee staff.
Asked about Grassley’s decision
to not sign onto the letters, Feinstein
told reporters this week that she
believes “there’s an effort … not to
go deeply” into the administration.
“And I hadn’t realized it before,
but realize it now, and we’re going
to have to find a way to deal
(See Senate Probes, Page 6)

some cases, legal permanent residents. Citizens have been able to
apply for spouses, parents, children,
siblings and the siblings’ spouses
and minor children; the would-be
immigrants are then screened by
U.S. officials to determine whether
they can come.
Trump’s administration has
called for a “merit-based” immigration system that would limit
family-based green cards to spouses
and minor children.
Ullah lived with his father,
mother and brother in a Brooklyn
neighborhood with a large Bangladeshi community, residents said.
He was licensed to drive a livery
cab between 2012 and 2015, but
the license was allowed to lapse,
according to law enforcement officials and New York City’s Taxi and
Limousine Commission.
John Miller, NYPD’s Deputy
Commissioner for Counterterrorism, said Tuesday on CBS “This
Morning” that Ullah didn’t seem to
have any obvious problems.
He “was living here, went
through a number of jobs, was not
particularly struggling financially
or had any known pressures,”
Miller said, adding Ullah “was not
on our radar at NYPD, not on the

FBI radar.”
His family was “deeply saddened” by the attack but also
“outraged by the way we have been
targeted by law enforcement,” the
family said in a statement sent by
the New York Chapter of the Council on American-Islamic Relations.
A teenage relative was pulled out of
class and questioned in school without a parent, guardian or lawyer, the
statement said.
Bangladesh’s government condemned the subway attack.
“Bangladesh is committed to its
declared policy of ‘Zero Tolerance’
against terrorism, and condemns
terrorism and violent extremism
in all forms or manifestations
anywhere in the world, including
Monday morning’s incident in
New York City,” the South Asian
nation’s government said in a
statement.
Security cameras captured the
attacker walking casually through
a crowded passageway when the
bomb went off around 7:20 a.m.
A plume of white smoke cleared
to show the man sprawled on the
ground and commuters scattering.
Port Authority police said officers found the man injured on the
ground, with wires protruding from

his jacket and the device strapped to
his torso. They said he was reaching
for a cellphone and they grabbed
his hands.
The last bomb blast in the subway system was believed to be in
December 1994, when an explosive
made from mayonnaise jars and
batteries wounded 48 people in a
car in lower Manhattan. Prosecutors
said unemployed computer programmer Edward Leary set off the
explosion to try to extort $2 million
from the city’s transit agency; he
claimed insanity. He was convicted
of attempted murder and sentenced
to 94 years in prison.
The New York Police Department says the man accused of the
subway bombing has been charged
with supporting an act of terrorism.
The NYPD said Tuesday on
Twitter that Akayed Ullah also has
been charged with making a terroristic threat and weapon possession.
Federal charges are expected
later.
Deputy Commissioner for
Counterterrorism and Intelligence
John Miller said on CBS “This
Morning” on Tuesday that Ullah
was not on police or the FBI’s radar
before the Monday morning bomb
in Times Square.
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FBI uncovered Russian bribery plot before Obama
administration approved nuclear deal with Moscow
By John Solomon
and Alison Spann
The Hill
Before the Obama administration approved a controversial deal
in 2010 giving Moscow control of
a large swath of American uranium,
the FBI had gathered substantial
evidence that Russian nuclear
industry officials were engaged
in bribery, kickbacks, extortion
and money laundering designed
to grow Vladimir Putin’s atomic
energy business inside the United
States, according to government
documents and interviews.
Federal agents used a conﬁdential U.S. witness working inside
the Russian nuclear industry to
gather extensive ﬁnancial records,
make secret recordings and intercept emails as early as 2009 that
showed Moscow had compromised
an American uranium trucking
ﬁrm with bribes and kickbacks in
violation of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act, FBI and court documents show.
They also obtained an eyewitness account — backed by
documents — indicating Russian
nuclear ofﬁcials had routed millions
of dollars to the U.S. designed to
beneﬁt former President Bill Clinton’s charitable foundation during
the time Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton served on a government
body that provided a favorable

decision to Moscow, sources told
The Hill.
The racketeering scheme was
conducted “with the consent of
higher level officials” in Russia
who “shared the proceeds” from
the kickbacks, one agent declared
in an afﬁdavit years later.
Rather than bring immediate
charges in 2010, however, the
Department of Justice (DOJ) continued investigating the matter for
nearly four more years, essentially
leaving the American public and
Congress in the dark about Russian
nuclear corruption on U.S. soil
during a period when the Obama
administration made two major
decisions beneﬁting Putin’s commercial nuclear ambitions.
The first decision occurred
in October 2010, when the State
Department and government agencies on the Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United States
unanimously approved the partial
sale of Canadian mining company
Uranium One to the Russian nuclear giant Rosatom, giving Moscow
control of more than 20 percent of
America’s uranium supply.
When this sale was used by
Trump on the campaign trail last
year, Hillary Clinton’s spokesman
said she was not involved in the
committee review and noted the
State Department ofﬁcial who handled it said she “never intervened

... on any [Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United States]
matter.”
In 2011, the administration gave
approval for Rosatom’s Tenex subsidiary to sell commercial uranium
to U.S. nuclear power plants in a
partnership with the United States
Enrichment Corp. Before then, Tenex had been limited to selling U.S.
nuclear power plants reprocessed
uranium recovered from dismantled Soviet nuclear weapons under
the 1990s Megatons to Megawatts
peace program.
“The Russians were compromising American contractors in the
nuclear industry with kickbacks and
extortion threats, all of which raised
legitimate national security con-

(Continued from Page 1)
documents would be used for investigative purposes.”
“At this point, the records are
intended for investigative use only
— we understand that a resolution
from the Senate may be required if
the Department were to use any of
the unredacted materials in a formal
legal proceeding, such as a grand
jury,” Justice Department Assistant
Attorney General for Legislative
Affairs Stephen Boyd wrote.
In the ﬁnal report “Human Fetal
Tissue Research: Context and Controversy” published in December
2016, Grassley referred the baby
killers to the FBI.
The report explains how there
was enough evidence against
Planned Parenthood and other
abortion providers to show they had
transferred fetal tissue, among other
body parts of babies to way over the
price they actually cost.
“The report documents the failure of the Department of Justice,
across multiple administrations, to
enforce the law that bans the buying
and selling of human fetal tissue,”
Grassley explained.
Planned Parenthood has reportedly called the investigation a
coordinated “smear campaign,” and
they noted that “afﬁliates in just two

states … are involved in fetal tissue
research.”
The investigation began when
two pro-life activists conducted an
undercover investigation into the
organization in 2015.
David Daleiden, leader of the
pro-life Center for Medical Progress, and Sandra Merritt, an employee of the group, both pretended
to be fetal researchers and recorded
themselves purchasing fetal tissue
from Planned Parenthood.
“Over two years ago, citizen
journalists at The Center for Medical Progress ﬁrst caught Planned
Parenthood’s top abortion doctors
in a series of undercover videos
callously and ﬂippantly negotiating

the sale of tiny baby hearts, lungs,
livers, and brains,” Daleiden said
Thursday. “It is time for public
officials to finally hold Planned
Parenthood and their criminal
abortion enterprise accountable
under the law.”
Planned Parenthood has strongly
disagreed with the accusations of
illegal fetal tissue sales and the
recommendations for a DOJ investigation.
But, with a pro-life president
who cares about babies — this
company is screwed!
The Trump administration is
going to reopen a years-long debate
on the baby killer’s illegal sale of
baby body parts.

Planned Parenthood
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cerns. And none of that evidence
got aired before the Obama administration made those decisions,” a
person who worked on the case told
The Hill, speaking on condition of
anonymity for fear of retribution by
U.S. or Russian ofﬁcials.
The Obama administration’s
decision to approve Rosatom’s
purchase of Uranium One has been
a source of political controversy
since 2015.
That’s when conservative author
Peter Schweitzer and The New
York Times documented how Bill
Clinton collected hundreds of thousands of dollars in Russian speaking
fees and his charitable foundation
collected millions in donations
from parties interested in the deal
while Hillary Clinton presided on
the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States.
The Obama administration and
the Clintons defended their actions
at the time, insisting there was
no evidence that any Russians or
donors engaged in wrongdoing
and there was no national security reason for any member of the
committee to oppose the Uranium
One deal.
But FBI, Energy Department
and court documents reviewed by
The Hill show the FBI in fact had
gathered substantial evidence well
before the committee’s decision
that Vadim Mikerin — the main
Russian overseeing Putin’s nuclear
expansion inside the United States
— was engaged in wrongdoing
starting in 2009.
Then-Attorney General Eric
Holder was among the Obama
administration officials joining
Hillary Clinton on the Committee
on Foreign Investment in the United States at the time the Uranium

One deal was approved. Multiple
current and former government
ofﬁcials told The Hill they did not
know whether the FBI or DOJ ever
alerted committee members to the
criminal activity they uncovered.
Spokesmen for Holder and
Clinton did not return calls seeking
comment. The Justice Department
also didn’t comment.
Mikerin was a director of Rosatom’s Tenex in Moscow since
the early 2000s, where he oversaw
Rosatom’s nuclear collaboration
with the United States under the
Megatons to Megwatts program
and its commercial uranium sales
to other countries. In 2010, Mikerin was dispatched to the U.S. on a
work visa approved by the Obama
administration to open Rosatom’s
new American arm called Tenam.
Between 2009 and January
2012, Mikerin “did knowingly
and willfully combine, conspire
confederate and agree with other
persons … to obstruct, delay and
affect commerce and the movement of an article and commodity
(enriched uranium) in commerce
by extortion,” a November 2014
indictment stated.
His illegal conduct was captured
with the help of a conﬁdential witness, an American businessman,
who began making kickback payments at Mikerin’s direction and
with the permission of the FBI. The
ﬁrst kickback payment recorded by
the FBI through its informant was
dated Nov. 27, 2009, the records
show.
In evidentiary afﬁdavits signed
in 2014 and 2015, an Energy Department agent assigned to assist
the FBI in the case testiﬁed that
Mikerin supervised a “racketeering
scheme” that involved extortion,
bribery, money laundering and
kickbacks that were both directed
by and provided beneﬁt to more
senior ofﬁcials back in Russia.
“As part of the scheme, Mikerin,
with the consent of higher level
ofﬁcials at TENEX and Rosatom
(both Russian state-owned entities) would offer no-bid contracts
to US businesses in exchange for
kickbacks in the form of money
payments made to some offshore
banks accounts,” Agent David Gadren testiﬁed.
“Mikerin apparently then shared
the proceeds with other co-conspirators associated with TENEX in
(Russian Bribery, Page 7)
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Five issues that could derail a spending deal

By Melanie Zanona
The Hill
Congress punted its funding
fight for another two weeks, setting
up a contentious spending showdown just days before Christmas.
Lawmakers passed a stopgap bill
on Thursday to avoid a shutdown
and keep the government’s lights
on through Dec. 22. But members
acknowledge that the real budget
brawl — and the threat of a shutdown — will come later this month.
The funding fight will likely
center on two major issues. Democrats want protections for young
immigrants brought illegally to the
country as children, while the GOP
wants a funding boost for defense.
But there are a host of other
year-end funding priorities that
both parties will also be scrambling
to address before they leave town,
in addition to negotiating a final
tax bill that Republicans hope to
send to President Trump’s desk by
Christmas.
Here are five sticky issues that
are threatening to complicate yearend spending talks.
Immigration
Trump announced earlier this
year that he was ending the Obamaera Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA) program, which
grants work permits to undocumented young immigrants who
came to the U.S. illegally as children.
Congress has just a few months
left to save the program or come up
with a new solution, with DACA
recipients set to lose their status
beginning in early March.
Many Democrats and even
some Republicans like Rep. Carlos
Curbelo (R-Fla.) have demanded
that any spending legislation that
stretches into 2018 shield so-called
Dreamers from deportation.
They view the must-pass spending bills as their best shot at getting
a DACA solution over the finish
line.
“We will not leave here without a DACA fix,” Pelosi vowed
Thursday.

Megyn Kelly
(Continued from Page 1)
NBC history in November.
November sweeps — Megyn
Kelly set the all time record for
lowest ratings, across all demos,
in the 9am hour in the history of
NBC.— MARK SIMONE (@
MarkSimoneNY)
NBC executives are facing
increased pressure to fire Kelly
for good.
Following the rumors, she has
grown desperate to deliver ratings
which lead to Kelly to Monday’s
stunt. Critics say she was foolish to
double-down on her attack against
Trump and his supporters.
After the embattled NBC host
interviewed three women that had
previously accused the president
of sexual harassment, users on
social media loudly condemned
the stunt —
Megyn Kelly is nothing more
then a has been, woman scorned,
who bows to the liberal playbook of
“gotcha” politics. — PinkAboutIt

But conservatives have put their
foot down on the issue, saying
that attaching any DACA deal to
a continuing resolution would be
a non-starter with the Republican
conference.
GOP leaders in both chambers
have made clear that they oppose
linking DACA to government
spending bills, setting up a potential
showdown at the end of the month.
Republicans have in the past
had to rely on Pelosi and the Democrats to pass stopgap funding
bills, though the House passed the
two-week spending bill this week
without Democrats. However,
Democratic support will still be
needed in the Senate.
“A DACA solution will be a
standalone solution,” Rep. Mark
Meadows (R-N.C.), chairman of
the far-right House Freedom Caucus, told reporters on Thursday. “If
DACA gets attached to the spending bill, there will be major, major
pushback.”
Defense
It’s all but certain that Congress
will need to pass another continuing
resolution (CR) on Dec. 22 in order
to buy more time to write a massive,
omnibus spending package.
But defense hawks and conservative members of the House Freedom Caucus worry that yet another
???????? (@Pink_About_it)
Megyn Kelly, You and your
employer need to smear Trump but
there’s nothing left to accuse him
of so you’re going to re-interview
Trump accusers who’ve already
been proven pos liars? How desperate you must be. — Philip
Schuyler (@FiveRights)
Three women who have accused
President Donald Trump of sexual
misconduct will appear on Megyn
Kelly’s NBC News show Monday.
They also happen to be the only
three people who still watch Megyn
Kelly. — Disco Superboogie (@
therealDiscoSB)
Without a big ratings bump,
Kelly is in serious trouble.
Insiders are concerned she’ll
be cancelled any day now, and her
co-stars are increasingly upset that
she’s bringing their ratings down
too.
Critics have savaged the show
and called it unwatchable.
Is there any hope left for her?

short-term spending bill would be
harmful for the military.
They are insisting that leadership boost money for the Pentagon
before the end of the year — and
have threatened to vote against
another CR this year if that doesn’t
happen.
One option being considered
would be to move a legislative
package that funds defense at
higher levels through September
alongside a short-term patch to fund
the rest of the government at current
levels through January.
It’s unclear whether Democrats
would be willing to go along with
the idea. Their support would be

crucial in the Senate, where at least
eight Democratic votes are needed
to overcome a filibuster.
Democrats have traditionally
insisted that any increase in defense
spending above budget caps be
paired with an increase in spending
on domestic programs.
“I would not support that,” Sen.
Angus King (I-Maine), who caucuses with Democrats and sits on
the Armed Services Committee,
said of the defense-continuing resolution package.
But House Republicans could
just jam the Senate with the defense-first package and dare vulnerable Democrats like Sens. Joe Man-

Senate Probes

(Continued from Page 4)
with it,” she said.
Her comments came after she told NBC’s “Meet
the Press” following national security adviser Michael
Flynn pleading guilty to lying to federal investigators
that what she was “beginning to see is the putting
together of a case of obstruction of justice.”
Still, Feinstein hasn’t signed onto many of Grassley’s recent letters, either, including ones related to the
FBI’s handling of the Clinton investigation, Fusion
GPS or Uranium One. Grassley says he can’t compel
people to testify without her, and noted Feinstein has
specifically told him that she won’t help probe Clinton’s emails.
Grassley said he believes his committee’s investigation is still bipartisan because both Republican and
Democratic staff members are able to participate in the
closed-door interviews with witnesses.
“What we generally do, just so you know, there is
bipartisan cooperation, is if she wants to submit letters, she submits them to us gives us a period of time
to decide do we want to sign on. Sometimes we sign
on, sometimes we don’t. We do the same thing [for
her],” he said.
He added that, “when we get people up here for
questioning, if she has people for questioning, we participate in it, and when we have people for questioning
they participate in it. ... So you know the cooperation
is going on.”
A staffer, who was standing next to Grassley, added
that staffs had interviewed several witnesses just based
off letters Grassley sent in October and “there’s a good
amount of cooperation.”

chin (W.Va.) and Claire McCaskill
(Mo.) to vote against a bill fully
funding the military, especially
with the escalating nuclear threat
from North Korea hanging over
their heads.
“Then they can go home and
explain why they can’t fund the
American military when the House
did,” said Rep. Tom Cole (R-Okla.),
an Appropriations cardinal.
ObamaCare
Further complicating spending
talks is the commitment that Senate
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell
(R-Ky.) gave to Sen. Susan Collins
(R-Maine) to help win her vote for
the GOP tax reform bill.
McConnell pledged to support passage of two bipartisan
ObamaCare fixes before the end of
the year, which could be attached to
a government funding bill.
But House conservatives say
they oppose the measures seen as
simply propping up ObamaCare.
To lock up the necessary Republican votes for the two-week CR
this week, House GOP leadership
promised that the next spending
bill would not contain funding for
ObamaCare cost-sharing reduction
(CSR) payments, according to Rep.
Mark Walker (R-N.C.).
“The three things that we’ve
been told are not going to happen as
part of our agreement: no CSRs, no
DACA, no debt limit,” said Walker,
chairman of the conservative Re(See Spending Deal, Page 7)

Blumenthal, asked if he had concerns about Grassley’s leadership of the panel, also defended the Iowa
senator as a “straight shooter.”
“His record shows he is dedicated to uncovering
wrongdoing. He’s a great protector of whistleblowers.
I’m hopeful that he will be interested in hearing from
Donald Trump [Jr.] talk under oath,” he said.
But Grassley also fired back at Democrats on the
committee, including Feinstein by name, during a
more than half-hour floor speech. He accused them
of holding up the committee’s investigation and being
unwilling to look into Clinton or Fusion GPS.
“There is a double standard here in the way that
they desperately want to go after the president but
ignore all other potential wrongdoing in the previous
administration,” he said, adding that Democrats have
“visions of impeachment dancing in their heads.”
He added that the Judiciary Committee, to be
credible, has to look both at the FBI’s handling of
the Clinton email case and Trump’s possible ties to
Russia.
“It looks like there was a rush to clear [Clinton].
It looks like the fix was in. I know the Democrats
don’t want to hear that. ... It stinks to high heaven,
but Democrats have visions of impeachment dancing
in their heads,” he said.
Feinstein declined to respond to Grassley’s speech,
saying she hadn’t seen it. But Durbin, asked how
Democrats could move around Grassley, admitted
they likely couldn’t.
“They’re in control,” he said, “[so] until the majority control changes or their view changes we’re
stuck.”
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Trump signs nearly $700B defense policy bill
By Rebecca Kheel
The Hill
President Trump signed Tuesday
the budget-busting, nearly $700
billion annual defense policy bill,
touting it as a step to delivering on
his promise to build up the military.
“Today with the signing of this
defense bill, we accelerate the process of fully restoring America’s
military might,” Trump said at a
Roosevelt Room signing ceremony.
But though National Defense
Authorization Act (NDAA) authorizes the military to add troops,
ships, planes and other equipment,
Congress has yet to pass a spending
bill to make the buildup a reality.
Indeed, even in celebrating the
NDAA, Trump hit Congress —
specifically Democrats — for not
passing a defense spending bill.
“Now Congress must finish
the job by eliminating the defense
sequester and passing a clean appropriations bill. I think it’s going
to happen. We need our military; it’s
got to be perfecto,” Trump said. “At
this time of grave global threats,
I urge Democrats to drop their
shutdown threats and to send clean
funding and a clean funding bill to
my desk that fully funds our great
military. Protecting our country
should always be a bipartisan issue,

just like today’s legislation.”
The NDAA passed Congress
last month with large, bipartisan
majorities — 356-70 in the House
and by voice vote in the Senate.
The bill authorizes $626.4 billion for the base defense budget and
$65.7 billion for a war fund known
as the Overseas Contingency Operations (OCO) account.
The money would go toward
adding 7,500 active-duty soldiers
to the Army, 4,000 active-duty sailors to the Navy, 1,000 active-duty
Marines and 4,100 active-duty
airmen to the Air Force. The Army,
Navy and Air Force would also

Spending Deal

(Continued from Page 6)
publican Study Committee.
Disaster aid
Lawmakers on both sides of the aisle want to provide more
supplemental funding for hurricane-ravaged Puerto Rico,
Texas and Florida, as well as for western areas devastated
by wildfires.
The thinking is that disaster aid could be attached to
the next CR, but members are still debating the price tag,
according to Walker.
The White House last month requested another $44 billion
in disaster aid, which would be the third infusion of cash to
help with relief and recovery efforts.
But the funding request has been under fire from lawmak-

Russian Bribery

(Continued from Page 5)
Russia and elsewhere,” the agent
added.
The investigation was ultimately
supervised by then-U.S. Attorney
Rod Rosenstein, an Obama appointee who now serves as President
Trump’s deputy attorney general,
and then-Assistant FBI Director
Andrew McCabe, now the deputy
FBI director under Trump, Justice
Department documents show.
Both men now play a key role
in the current investigation into
possible, but still unproven, collusion between Russia and Donald
Trump’s campaign during the 2016
election cycle. McCabe is under
congressional and Justice Department inspector general investigation in connection with money
his wife’s Virginia state Senate
campaign accepted in 2015 from
now-Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe at a time when McAuliffe was
reportedly under investigation by
the FBI. The probe is not focused
on McAuliffe’s conduct but rather
on whether McCabe’s attendance
violated the Hatch Act or other FBI
conflict rules.
The connections to the current
Russia case are many. The Mikerin
probe began in 2009 when Robert
Mueller, now the special counsel in
charge of the Trump case, was still
FBI director. And it ended in late
2015 under the direction of thenFBI Director James Comey, whom
Trump fired earlier this year.
Its many twist and turns aside,
the FBI nuclear industry case
proved a gold mine, in part because
it uncovered a new Russian money
laundering apparatus that rout-

see increases in the reserves and
National Guard.
The money would also allow for
a 2.4 percent pay raise for troops,
higher than 2.1 percent requested
by the administration.
The NDAA also authorizes the
Pentagon to buy 90 F-35s, 20 more
than requested by the administration; 24 F/A-18s, 10 more than
requested; and three littoral combat
ships, two more than requested,
among other equipment purchases.
“Brand new beautiful equipment
is on its way, the best you’ve ever
had by far,” Trump said while
thanking the troops. “We make the

best in the world, and you’re going
to have it.”
Additionally, the bill folds in
the administration’s November
request for $4 billion more for
missile defense and $1.2 billion to
support sending 3,500 more troops
to Afghanistan.
But the NDAA exceeds budget
caps by more than $80 billion, and
Congress continues to be locked in
debate over whether and by how
much to raise the caps.
Last week, Congress passed a
two-week stopgap spending measure known as a continuing resolution (CR) to buy more time for
negotiations. It is likely Congress
will need to pass another stopgap
measure when the CR expires
Dec. 22.
Negotiators have been eyeing
a $54 billion defense spending
increase above the caps, lower
than the NDAA but on par with the
president’s budget request.
But Democrats, as they long
have, are demanding parity between
defense and nondefense spending.
Outside of money, the NDAA
makes a number of changes to
how the Pentagon will handle
space operations. It does not go
as far as creating a new branch of
the military dedicated to space as

ers who say it doesn’t go far enough to address the damage
from the string of natural disasters.
And the White House has insisted that the latest disaster
package be offset with cuts to non-defense federal programs,
which could be problematic for Democrats.
Other health care issues
Democrats are also fighting for two health care priorities
that could have bipartisan support: the renewal of a popular
children’s health program and more money to combat the
opioid crisis.
Many members are pushing to renew the Children’s Health
Insurance Program (CHIP), which expired in September.
Republicans have said the issue could be attached to the
next CR in an effort to sweeten the pot and attract more

ed bribe and kickback payments
through financial instruments in
Cyprus, Latvia and Seychelles. A
Russian financier in New Jersey
was among those arrested for the
money laundering, court records
show.
The case also exposed a serious
national security breach: Mikerin
had given a contract to an American trucking firm called Transport
Logistics International that held
the sensitive job of transporting
Russia’s uranium around the United
States in return for more than $2
million in kickbacks from some of
its executives, court records show.
One of Mikerin’s former employees told the FBI that Tenex officials in Russia specifically directed
the scheme to “allow for padded
pricing to include kickbacks,”
agents testified in one court filing.
Bringing down a major Russian
nuclear corruption scheme that had
both compromised a sensitive uranium transportation asset inside the
U.S. and facilitated international
money laundering would seem a
major feather in any law enforcement agency’s cap.
But the Justice Department and
FBI took little credit in 2014 when
Mikerin, the Russian financier and
the trucking firm executives were
arrested and charged.
The only public statement occurred a year later when the Justice
Department put out a little-noticed
press release in August 2015, just
days before Labor Day. The release
noted that the various defendants
had reached plea deals.
By that time, the criminal cases
against Mikerin had been narrowed
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to a single charge of money laundering for a scheme that officials
admitted stretched from 2004
to 2014. And though agents had
evidence of criminal wrongdoing
they collected since at least 2009,
federal prosecutors only cited in
the plea agreement a handful of
transactions that occurred in 2011
and 2012, well after the Committee
on Foreign Investment in the United
States’s approval.
The final court case also made
no mention of any connection to
the influence peddling conversations the FBI undercover informant
witnessed about the Russian nuclear officials trying to ingratiate
themselves with the Clintons even
though agents had gathered documents showing the transmission of
millions of dollars from Russia’s
nuclear industry to an American entity that had provided assistance to
Bill Clinton’s foundation, sources

was first proposed, but experts say
the changes it does make lay the
groundwork for a new branch to
one day be created.
The bill also contains a provision
aimed at streamlining acquisition
by allowing the Pentagon to buy
commercial items online rather
than through the General Services
Administration.
And it includes a provision —
touted as a win by Democrats —
that calls climate change a “direct
threat to the national security of the
United States.”
Tuesday’s ceremony was also
attended by Defense Secretary
James Mattis, Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph
Dunford, House Armed Services
Committee Chairman Mac Thornberry (R-Texas) and other military
leaders.
One notable absence was Senate Armed Services Committee
Chairman John McCain (R-Ariz.),
who has sparred with Trump on a
number of national security issues.
But Trump thanked him Tuesday
for his work on the defense bill.
“He has fought very, very hard
to make it just the way he wants it
and that we all want it,” Trump said
of McCain.

Democratic votes for the stopgap bill.
Democrats have also indicated that they want additional
funding to fight the deadly opioid crisis in a larger spending
deal.
Trump declared the opioid epidemic a public health emergency this year, but he stopped short of declaring it a national
emergency — a designation that would have allocated new
federal money toward the crisis. It’s unclear, however, if
additional dollars will come in a spending package.
“We’ve done a lot, put a lot of resources into combating
opioids already,” the Senate’s No. 3 Republican, Sen. John
Thune (S.D.), said earlier this month. “If they’ve got a proposal, I’m sure we would take a look at it, but I don’t know
that that’s at least on the agenda at the moment.

confirmed to The Hill.
The lack of fanfare left many
key players in Washington with no
inkling that a major Russian nuclear
corruption scheme with serious
national security implications had
been uncovered.
On Dec. 15, 2015, the Justice
Department put out a release stating
that Mikerin, “a former Russian
official residing in Maryland was
sentenced today to 48 months in
prison” and ordered to forfeit more
than $2.1 million.
Ronald Hosko, who served as
the assistant FBI director in charge
of criminal cases when the investigation was underway, told The
Hill he did not recall ever being
briefed about Mikerin’s case by
the counterintelligence side of the
bureau despite the criminal charges
that were being lodged.
“I had no idea this case was being conducted,” a surprised Hosko

said in an interview.
Likewise, major congressional
figures were also kept in the dark.
Former Rep. Mike Rogers
(R-Mich.), who chaired the House
Intelligence Committee during
the time the FBI probe was being
conducted, told The Hill that he had
never been told anything about the
Russian nuclear corruption case
even though many fellow lawmakers had serious concerns about the
Obama administration’s approval
of the Uranium One deal.
“Not providing information on
a corruption scheme before the
Russian uranium deal was approved
by U.S. regulators and engage
appropriate congressional committees has served to undermine U.S.
national security interests by the
very people charged with protecting them,” he said. “The Russian
efforts to manipulate our American
political enterprise is breathtaking.”
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Congress reeling from sexual harassment deluge
By Scott Wong
and Mike Lillis
The Hill
Congressional leaders are struggling to get ahead of the wave of
sexual harassment allegations that
are engulfing their institution.
With no clear roadmap for how
to deal with such topics, House
Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.), House
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi
(D-Calif.) and other leaders are
responding to the allegations on
a case-by-case basis — and on
the fly.
The stream of public revelations
has put leaders in a pressure cooker. Immediately after allegations
surface, they face pressure to
forge quick judgments about the
credibility of the allegations and
the severity of the misconduct,
often while relying on reports from
anonymous accusers.
The makeshift method has led to
swift calls for resignation for some
members and a messy, painful,
drawn-out process for others.
Sen. Al Franken (D-Minn.) had
no choice but to resign this week
after his female Senate colleagues
banded together and called for his
ouster. Meanwhile, Pelosi waffled
for days about whether the dean
of the House, Michigan Democrat
John Conyers Jr., should go after
multiple female ex-staffers who
accused him of unwanted advances
and groping.
Ryan quickly urged former
Rep. Trent Franks to resign after
the Arizona Republican admitted
he asked a pair of female staffers
to become surrogate mothers and
bear his children. (Franks resigned
Friday). But Ryan has been more
muted in dealing with the unique
cases of two Texas Republicans:
Reps. Blake Farenthold (who used
$84,000 in taxpayer money to settle a staffer’s harassment claims)
and Joe Barton (who sent sexually
explicit messages to a woman on
Facebook and had a nude picture
of himself get leaked on Twitter).
The uneven response has infuriated some lawmakers, who’ve
demanded more aggressiveness
from their leadership. It’s sparked
accusations from others, particularly members of the Congressional
Black Caucus (CBC), that leaders
have employed a double standard in
their approach to individual cases.
And it’s prompted near-universal calls for the adoption of a clear
set of guidelines on Capitol Hill
that would empower victims to
report abuse and settle cases, while
protecting the accused from false
allegations.
“It’s complicated. It’s muddled,” Rep. Steny Hoyer (D-Md.),
the Democratic whip, acknowledged. “We need a process — open,
transparent, and timely — to make
a determination.”
The case of Rep. Ruben Kihuen,
a freshman Nevada Democrat accused of propositioning a former
campaign aide, is emblematic of
the haphazard approach that’s accompanied the harassment cases
so far.
Hoyer has stopped short of calling for Kihuen to resign, noting that
he’s denied the allegations. But “if,
in fact, the allegations were shown
to be accurate,” Hoyer added, “then
he should resign.”
Other Democratic leaders,
though, think they’ve seen enough
evidence already. Both Pelosi and
Rep. Ben Ray Luján (N.M.), head
of the Democrats’ campaign arm,
quickly called for Kihuen to step
down.
“The young woman’s documented account is convincing, and
I commend her for the courage it
took to come forward,” Pelosi said.
Such inconsistencies have frustrated some rank-and-file members.
Rep. Kathleen Rice (D-N.Y.), a former prosecutor who’s been among
the most vocal Democrats urging
accused lawmakers to resign, said
much of the reason Congress’s
approval rating is at a historic low
is because the public perceives
elected officials to be applying
different, more lenient standards
to themselves.
“That’s the culture that has to
change,” Rice said. “This is not a
legal system; this is right now the
court of public opinion. And I think
the public has to see us do here
what everyone is doing out in the
private sector and hold each other
accountable.”
At his weekly news conference,
Ryan openly wrestled with questions of how to balance the needs
of the accusers with the rights of
the accused. Both the House and
Senate recently voted to mandate
all members and their staff take
anti-harassment training. And the
House Administration Committee
held a hearing Thursday to explore

the disagreements and the difficulties facing lawmakers seeking to
tackle harassment without turning
the process into a witch hunt. She
said she’s in talks with victims,
lawyers and other experts about
how to achieve that balance.
“We have a responsibility to
uphold the dignity of the House of
Representatives. We want to protect
the rights of the accused, but we
want to make sure that the victims
have the opportunity they need to
come forward,” she said Thursday.
“We’re studying it very carefully.”
In the meantime, a growing
number of lawmakers in both parties are warning against overreaching in the name of weeding out harassers, noting that jittery members
are already walking on eggshells
in their everyday approach to colleagues and staffers of the opposite
sex. Rep. Emanuel Cleaver (D-Mo.)
described lawmakers “getting on
elevators and turning to the side”
for fear of contact that might be
deemed inappropriate.
“Maybe it will burn out, and
things will settle back to some point
where there’s balance. But now,
some people are saying, ‘Maybe we
shouldn’t hire women in the office,’
” he said. “It’s not helpful.”
Cleaver described a recent conversation with a veteran Republican, in which the GOP lawmaker
warned that the current environment threatens to ruin any sense of
camaraderie on Capitol Hill.
“He’s been here a long time, and
he said, ‘Look, we’re getting ready
to destroy this institution.’ And he
said, ‘I don’t know if people realize
this is happening.’ And he said,
‘This is an awful, awful feeling up
here on this Hill,’ ” Cleaver said.
“And it is.”

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.)
ways to improve the handling of and his campaign chief, Sen. Cory ultimate responsibility is to the
sexual harassment cases involving Gardner (R-Colo.), have demanded voters they serve.
that Alabama GOP Senate hopeful
lawmakers.
Some fear that quick calls for
Rep. Ron DeSantis (R-Fla.) Roy Moore drop out, Trump has resignation have turned Hill leaders
has offered legislation requiring been rooting for Moore ahead of into judge and jury, undermining
lawmakers who settle harassment Tuesday’s special election. Moore the voice of those voters. Others
claims to be named publicly; they is accused of pursuing relationships want to grant Congress greater auwould also have to pay back the with teenage girls and, in some thority to expel accused lawmakers,
Treasury for taxpayer-funded set- cases, assaulting them.
in lieu of merely applying political
“The Pelosi/Schumer Puppet pressure on them to step down.
tlements.
“So we’ve got to figure out, Jones would vote against us 100%
“Resignation’s not the right
how do we make sure all of these of the time,” Trump tweeted Friday. issue, because resignation is basiclaims are respected and honored, “He’s bad on Crime, Life, Border, cally a function of your capacity
that there is a system of due process, Vets, Guns & Military. VOTE ROY for shame,” said Rep. John Yarmuth
and that there are standards that are MOORE!”
(D-Ky.). “What we need to do, I
Back on Capitol Hill, there’s think, is focus as an institution on
being met?” Ryan told reporters.
“Your first reaction is just full, also pervasive disagreement over how we can expel members who are
total transparency, and then what how much power congressional guilty of this. Because we do differ
I’ve learned is, well, victims don’t leaders should have in determining from a business. Nobody hired us.”
necessarily want that. So you’ve the fate of elected colleagues whose
Pelosi has acknowledged both
got to be careful that you protect
victims and their needs and their
concerns, as well.
“This is why we need to be
painstaking in making sure that we
get this right, that we get it fair,” the
Speaker went on. “This really is a
watershed moment for our country,
and what I really hope that we get
out of this is real, positive, lasting
change.”
The three bombshell resignations in a single week — Conyers,
Franken and Franks — have created
a panicked atmosphere on Capitol
Hill. Rumors are running rampant.
The latest ricocheting around the
Capitol is that a major national
news outlet will publish a list of
20 to 30 lawmakers accused of harassment in the coming days. One
GOP source said the list could refer
to secret Congressional Office of
Compliance records of lawmakers
who’ve privately settled sexual harassment claims in recent decades.
This week, lawmakers have
been overheard whispering in the
halls about who could be next.
Staffers are asking reporters if
they’ve heard of any new names,
fretting about whether their boss
has any skeletons in the closet.
One top Democratic aide described Friday’s weekly meeting
of Senate chiefs of staff as somber.
Some in the room voiced concerns
about Franken staffers who will
suddenly be looking for work
during the holidays.
With Conyers, Franken and
Franks out, the focus has turned
to other lawmakers facing allegations like Farenthold and Barton.
Rep. Mia Love (R-Utah) said Farenthold should resign, while senior
members of the Texas delegation
confronted Barton and told him he
needs to quit now. A furious Barton
stormed out of the delegation meeting, one participant said.
Farenthold has denied the al(Payment due upon contract signing)
legations and said he won’t quit
Congress; he’s also pointed out
that the Office of Congressional
Ethics dismissed his former staffer’s claim that he sexually harassed
and discriminated against her. The
68-year-old Barton, the dean of the
Texas delegation and the former
Energy and Commerce chairman,
has said he’ll retire at the end of
2018, but told The Hill he’ll serve
out the rest of his term.
Part of the reason congressional
leaders are struggling to contain the
fallout is because of who’s occupying the Oval Office.
Usually when the nation is confronted with a phenomenon like the
#MeToo movement — one that has
taken down titans of Hollywood,
business, politics and the press —
the president would give a major
address to ease fears and guide the
country through the tumult.
But President Trump, accused
by at least 16 women of inappropriate conduct, is unlikely to wade
into the issue.
Email: Advertisement@LasVegasTribune.com
In fact, while Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
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“Open Mic”
Every Tuesday and Thursday at 11:00 a.m., Gordon
Martines hosts “Open Mic,” a popular RadioTribune.
com show. The Anti-Corruption Coalition of Nevada is
the basis for and theme of “Open Mic.”
Gordon Martines was a career police officer with 39
years of on-the-job Law Enforcement experience. Past
cases involving Kevin Daley, Trayvon Cole and a variety
of other covered-up criminal cases, and a billion dollars
worth of missing taxpayer money, are discussed in depth
and at length on the show.
Martines spent four years as police officer with the
Hermosa Beach Police Department before moving here
and resuming his police career in Las Vegas as a Detective in the Robbery/Homicide Bureau, retiring from
the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department after 36
years of police service.
The amount of corruption and cover-ups by executive
Police Administrative officers witnessed by Martines
inside the department led to his decision to contest the
good ol’ boy’s club and run for Clark County Sheriff
three times against what he knew were almost insurmountable odds.
“Open Mic” carries the voice the LVMPD does not
want you to hear, yet it is always there, every Tuesday
and Thursday at 11:00 a.m. on www.radiotribune.com.
Tune in!
*****
“Face The Tribune”
Face the Tribune is heard every Monday through Friday at 12 noon, hosted by Rolando Larraz.
For the last five years “Face The Tribune” has been
the premier show for interviews with politicians, civil
service workers, government officials and activists, and a
voice for those everyday citizens who needed to air their
legal grievances. The Las Vegas Tribune newspaper has
been a part of the Las Vegas community for over 18 years
and is the only independent newspaper in Clark County.
“Face The Tribune” was established as a voice for the
people of Las Vegas and is the only news platform where
judges, city councilmen, local businessmen and women, as well as Mr. or Ms. Local Citizen, can voice their
opinions and share the issues that pertain to Las Vegas.
The show’s host, Rolando Larraz, has been a journalist
in Clark County for over 50 years. He has been a fixture
in the community and a highly respected publisher who
has covered local news and events in Las Vegas since the
mid-’60s. For stories and information not available anywhere else in Las Vegas, tune into “Face The Tribune”
Monday through Friday at 12:00 noon.
*****
COBRA USA with Blu Laker
A daily Radio show Monday through Friday 2:00 p.m.
with live guests on a variety of subjects.
Due to the importance of health care, its out-of-control

costs with no restraints,
millions of Americans are
unable to obtain it. Why?
Our elected officials have
it, they don’t need to worry.
But what about the people
they represent? Find out
why on Cobra USA.
C.O.B.R.A. by the way
is the 1985 Insurance Law
created by Ronald Reagan in 1985 for continuing health care coverage
of health insurance. We
talk about insurance, savings and options available
through King Cobra, the
intended amended ver-
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sion of the original Cobra
program. We invite you to
press Congress for parity in
health care live here at Radio Tribune. Call or email
us at Cobra.blulaker@
gmail.com or call (949)
467- 0613.
Cobra USA is hosted by
Blu Laker, an investigative
reporter who has seen medical programs that work
around the world, with
a cure to the healthcare
problem here. Join him in
these discussions to clear
the air so vital to survival
itself and what you can do

to help. The world has become so large, it’s getting
claustrophobic with traffic,
travel, taxes, soaring costs
for food, water, clothing
and shelter, and what are
we to do? Join us with
your wisdom and knowledge to make America
great again; together we
can make a difference. Let
me pick your brain for the
advancement of humanity.
We are controversial, conservative and considerate
of other people, even when
they may have different
opinions.
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A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have. — Thomas Jefferson

Our Point of View

Wake up and take
your country back

The president of the United States of America is supposed
to hold the highest position in American politics, and the
United States Constitution names the President of the United States the commander in chief of the U.S. armed forces.
The president and the commander in chief of the U.S.
armed forces, one person, is elected to one four-year term,
and can be re-elected to serve two of those terms.
Franklin D. Roosevelt (president, 1933–1945) was the
first and only U.S. president to break Washington’s tradition
successfully. He died in office a few months after starting
his fourth term. This gave rise to a successful move in
Congress to formalize the traditional two-term limit by
amending the U.S. Constitution. As ratified in 1951, the
Twenty-Second Amendment provides that “no person shall
be elected to the office of President more than twice.”
If the office of president is supposed to be the highest
position in American politics, and the United States Constitution names the President of the United States as commander in chief of the U.S. armed forces, which is limited
to two four-year terms, we ask why those who serve in
the Senate and the House of Representatives have no term
limits, being allowed to serve as long as they are re-elected.
The position of Congressman comes with power, but it
gains power the longer one holds that position; imagine the
power gain after being a Congressman for half a century or
more! Those politicians will have had the opportunity to
become experts in wheeling and dealing and assume that
they can do practically anything they want. Many of those
in office that long have tried to use their female staffers as
they please. (Examples: John Dingell — 59 years, 21 days;
Jamie L. Whitten — 53 years, 60 days; John Conyers — 52
years, 336 days; and Carl Vinson — 50 years, 61 days.)
We know that term limits — or lack of same — are written into the Constitution, but we believe that it is time to
write a new amendment to the Constitution to treat members
of Congress at least equal to that of the president and commander in chief, when it comes to how long they can serve.
There are plenty of American activists that have the experience to start up interest in creating a new amendment
to the United States Constitution to stop the no-limit terms
(which are pretty much a ticket to lifelong employment)
for these alleged politicians that keep getting re-elected to
their seats.
Let’s be realistic — the only benefit that the Americans
get from having politicians serving over half a century in
the United States Congress is perhaps saving part of that
full retirement they’ve voted themselves — which is a much
better deal than anyone else in this nation gets.
Anyone who believes that a wheeler and dealer politician
does not use all those years to make deals, make connections, collect favors, and force themselves into profitable
situations is not from this planet
If they can make deals, make connections, collect favors
and force themselves into such profitable situations, they
can also intimidate female staffers and any other females
they may run into, whether in a restaurant where they go
to lunch, the place where they have their nails done, or any
other place they visit that employs females.
If this is a country that allows and promotes same sex
marriage; allows men wearing dresses and high heels to run
for office; is a country that handcuffs the hands of police
officers just to please liberal politicians and sanctuary city
officials, and is a country with a corrupted judicial system
that allows a killer of an American citizen to go free, this
can also be a country that amends the Constitution to level
its elected politicians to the same standards as the citizens
they serve, meaning covering them with the same insurance
policies, the same retirement plans, and the same benefits
as everyone else.
If this is a country that is greedy enough to look for ways
to make money off of drugs, and to protest any effort to secure its borders that right now allow drugs and drug dealers
into the country, as well as all kinds of other criminals, it
can also be a country that amends the Constitution to level
its politicians to the same standards as the citizens they
were elected to serve.
If this is a nation that allows the liberal press to publish
and broadcast fake news, allows sports figures making
undeserved millions of dollars to disrespect its flag, allows
not-so-funny comedians to insult and disrespect the president (elected by the majority of its citizens), this can be a
nation that amends its Constitution to level its politicians
to the same standards as those citizens they were elected
to serve.
Fellow Americans, it is time to wake up and take your
country back; it is time to tell these liberal socialist communists that are trying to lead your country to a disaster that it
is enough and that you will not allow them to succeed with
their intention of destroying this best country of them all.

Accountability Act leaves
Congress unaccountable

By Thomas Mitchell
person complaining and the person
Isn’t it nice to know your tax
complained about are conveniently
dollars have been used to pay off
not reported. Therefore, there is no
employees of Congress who have
accountability — ironically enough
been subjected to civil rights, labor,
given the name of the aforemenand workplace safety and health law
tioned act — nor means for voters
violations — presumably including
to address how their money is spent
sexual harassment?
and whether they might consider
Under the Congressional Acchanging their votes under the circountability Act of 1995 congrescumstances, were they known.
sional staffers are covered by those
According to Politico, California
laws and their employers are no
Democratic Rep. Jackie Speier is
longer exempt.
pushing for legislation to make memIn most cases in private industry
bers of Congress personally liable for
ThoMaS MiTchell
the employer pays the penalties for
any harassment settlements. Why not
violations of these laws, but not members of Congress. any other violation of the law, too?
“Make no mistake that the fault of the current comThey get to pick our pockets for the settlement checks.
According to the Office of Compliance, taxpayers plaint process lies within Congress, which authored
from fiscal year 1997 through 2017 have shelled out and passed this deeply flawed legislation that estab$17.25 million to cover the legal awards and settle- lished the Office of Compliance and its burdensome
complaint process,” Speier was quoted as saying. “It
ments with congressional staffers.
Some of those settlements may well have been is our responsibility to fix this law and do better for
for sexual harassment, considering the recent spate our employees.”
Speier said a Sunday television talk show recently,
of allegations against powerful men in Hollywood,
the news media, as well as senators and congressmen “I think it was a system set up in 1995 to protect the
harasser. This is not a victim-friendly process.”
and presidents.
(See Mitchell, Page 12)
Specifics about the reasons for the claims, the

Illegals are very lucky USA doesn’t
follow Mexican immigration laws

By Perly Viasmensky
This week I want to send a very special wish to
Kirstin Lobato, who will be “celebrating,” in the good
sense of the word, her birthday tomorrow, December
14.
We wish you, Kirstin, all the blessings and happiness in the world. hope to see you soon.
When people complain about the arrogance and
lack of respect and courtesy of the children of today,
they don’t stop for one second to think that those
children are the product of adults demanding rights
they don’t actually have and the majority of those
adults don’t even know the law of their own country
and compare them to ours, which sometimes could
be worse.
Last Wednesday, a bunch of children (accompanied by several adults) dressed in T-shirts bearing the
message “We Belong Together” and wearing little
“elf” hats marched over to the office of Speaker of the
House Paul Ryan to sing some customized Christmas

carols in an effort to remind him to vote in favor of
the DREAM Act. They brought along some lumps of
coal to let him know how “naughty” he would be if
he didn’t.
Immediately you heard several news reporters of the
Mexican network, Univision, complaining and/or criticizing that the doors were not opened for the children.
I honestly admire their lack of memory — or else
they never learned the law of their own country.
The Mexican government bars foreigners if they
upset its national demographics. Isn’t that the latest
fashionable way to express racial and ethnic profiling,
which we hear on every newscast, and in commentaries
and advertisements as well?
Other phrases of great resonance are: “No human is
illegal” and “We have rights.” Are they forgetting that
in Mexico, any outsider who has the audacity to cross
over to their land, threatening their national security,
is found not welcome and called illegal and therefore
(See Viasmensky, Page 14)

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

A dog named Russell: Now part of
the vast energy of the universe

By Maramis
told me it was the day. He fed her
Cedar Park, Texas, right next
breakfast, said a few cheerful words
door to Austin. That’s where I am
to her, and after we shared the motoday. The sky is clear blue, the sun
ment in our own way, he lifted her in
is shining, the air is crisp and cool,
his arms. I opened the door for him,
and even though there’s not a spot of
and he departed.
yesterday’s snow left anywhere, it’s
Russell would be no more, in this
a perfect December day.
house, after today. She would not be
Yet it’s not quite so perfect inside
looking for a spot to spread out under
this little cul-de-sac house that is
the Christmas tree this year, or giving
right now as quiet as a mouse, expect
anyone that special “Russell look”
for the faint tapping of my fingers on
any more, hoping for a doggie treat.
the keyboard as I write these words.
She would no longer be making
MaraMiS choufani
There is no car in the driveway
any messes on the floor, or forcing
— most everyone has gone to work, except my son, her pain-riddled body up off the floor to hobble over
who was left with the sad task of taking Russell to the to the door before making yet another mess. One
vet for her journey to that netherworld of dog energy, wonders what thoughts are going through a doggie’s
where all doggies eventually go.
mind at such a time.
I had already said my goodbyes to her (yes, Russell
Russell was the sister of Omar, who passed away
is a female) when I got up this morning, telling her several years ago from cancer. When my son — who
that it’s okay if this is the day for her to go. I gave her always liked black labs — and his wife — who was
some kind of a dog blessing along with my usual happy partial to beagles — were in the market for a puppy for
good morning dog pats and kind words. At that time, their children, they came upon an ad on Craigslist ofthe reality of the day had not been made known to me. fering puppies of a Labrador-beagle mix for sale (cheap
(See Maramis, Page 14)
Less than two hours later, my son came home and
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Is it possible to make the Sherman Act
interesting? Here, let me give it a shot…

By Chuck Muth
How many times has this happened to you?
Your sitting around the dinner
table and one of your kids asks,
“So what do you think about the
consumer welfare standard as applied to anti-trust enforcement of
the Sherman Act?”
Boy, if I had a dollar for every
time that’s come up at our house
I’d have, well, nothing. But just in
case you’re ever challenged about
this issue by a precocious teen, let
me try to help out.
And while the issue DOES
have relevance to your day-to-day
life — in particular if you ever use
Google, Amazon or Facebook — I
might have to add some references
to scandals, celebrities and space
aliens to keep your interest, OK?
Onward…
Last June, Alden Abbott reported in The Daily Signal that the European Commission “fined Google
over $2.7 billion for a supposed
violation of European antitrust law
that bestowed benefits, not harm, on

CHUCK MUTH
consumers.”
“The commission,” Abbott continued, “claims that Google favored
its own comparison shopping
service over others in displaying
Google search results.”
Um, derp?
Doesn’t Wal-Mart favor WalMart products on its shelves?
Doesn’t Walgreens favor Walgreens products? Doesn’t Home
Depot favor Home Depot products?
Doesn’t McDonald’s serve Big
Macs instead of Whoppers?
I mean, isn’t this just, you know,

common sense?
Now, I feel I might already be
losing some of you. So did you hear
about actress Jennifer Lawrence
getting caught with Sen. Al Franken
in a California motel room reading “Rules for Radicals” together
when a Martian spaceship landed
in Harvey Weinstein’s back yard
up the street?
Meanwhile, back at the ranch…
The reason this EU anti-trust
fine is something to pay attention
to is because there are similar efforts to cripple big tech companies
right here in the U.S., with liberal
critics, including Sen. Elizabeth
“Fauxcahontas” Warren, claiming
these companies are just “too big.”
Of course, the reason these
companies are so big and dominate
their markets is because they provide services that a big number of
consumers want and use on a regular basis. If these big companies
weren’t so good at doing what they
do, such big numbers of consumers
wouldn’t be using them.
So how is this a really bad thing

for us consumers?
It’s not. But that’s not stopping
big-government liberals from
trying to rain on our parade. The
Bureaucrats’ Creed: Don’t just
stand there; regulate something!
Or as Ronald Reagan so beautifully
characterized their attitude: “If it
moves, tax it. If it keeps moving,
regulate it. And if it stops moving,
subsidize it.”
Consumers continue moving
online to make tax-free purchases.
So the government wants to tax
online purchases. Consumers keep
using Facebook and Google, so
the government wants to regulate
them. On the other hand, consumers
don’t want to pay for over-priced
“green” energy, so the government
subsidizes it.
When the government tries to
decide if a company is “too big”
and needs to be reigned in through
the use of the Sherman Act anti-trust laws, the guiding principle
is supposed to be the “consumer
welfare standard.”
The consumer welfare standard

really isn’t complicated. As Marianela Lopez-Galdos wrote recently,
“A competition system guided by
the consumer welfare standard
has as a goal the maximization of
consumers’ benefits.”
In the cases of Google and
Facebook, it’s hard to argue their
services don’t maximize the consumers’ benefits, especially since
the consumers don’t, um, pay for
anything. You can use Google for
free. You can set up a Facebook
page for free.
(See Muth, Page 14)

MaCe yaMPoLSKy
voice,” Mr. Trump told the senator,
according to a person familiar with
the conversation. Since then, Mr.
Trump has continued to suggest
that the tape that nearly upended
his campaign was not actually him,
according to three people close to
the president.

First, I Did it. Now I Didn’t!
As the issue of sexual harassment has swept through the news
media, politics and entertainment
industries, Mr. Trump has persisted
in denying allegations that he, too,
made unwanted advances on multiple women. In recent days, he has
continued to seed doubt about his
appearance on the “Access Hollywood” tape, stunning his advisers.
More generally, Mr. Trump’s
views on the issue have changed
depending upon the political party
involved. He has praised women for
coming forward after accusations
were made against a Democrat,
Senator Al Franken of Minnesota.
But in the case of Roy S. Moore,
a Republican candidate for Senate from Alabama, Trump says
he believes Moore’s denials that
he behaved inappropriately with
teenage girls, and he has effectively
endorsed Mr. Moore’s candidacy.

Mr. Trump’s falsehoods about
the “Access Hollywood” tape
are part of his lifelong habit of
attempting to create and sell his
own version of reality. Advisers say
he continues to privately harbor a
handful of conspiracy theories that
have no grounding in fact.
And There Is More!
Matt Lauer did naughty things.
He was accused of sexual harassment by multiple women. He apologized. He said he was “truly sorry
for the pain he has caused. There
are several other media people
that stand accused also. No one is
immune — Politicians, TV personalities Hollywood moguls, etc.
Six women have accused Federal
appeals court judge Alex Kosinski
of sexual misconduct: Showing
them porn, a chart of all the women
he had sex with, telling women they
should work out naked.
He said, “I have been a judge

for 35 years and during that time
have had over 500 employees in
my chambers. I treat all of my employees as family and work very
closely with most of them. I would
never intentionally do anything to
offend anyone and it is regrettable
that a handful have been offended
by something I may have said or
done. It is unfortunate, since he is a
good judge; and as a Federal Judge,
he has a lifetime appointment.
Al Franken has resigned from
the senate. But Roy Moore is leading in the polls for a senate seat in
Alabama. I guess if you are already
a senator then past inappropriate
sexual behavior is so egregious that
you should resign. But if you are
running for senator, it has no monumental effect on your candidacy.
Who You Gonna Believe?
Me or Your Lying Eyes?
In recent months, they say,
(See Mace, Page 14)

Trump once said the ‘Access Hollywood’
tape was real, now he’s not sure

By Mace yampolsky
Shortly after his victory last
year, Donald J. Trump began revisiting one of his deepest public
humiliations: the infamous “Access
Hollywood” tape of him making
vulgar comments about women.
Despite his public acknowledgement of the recording’s authenticity
in the final days of the presidential
campaign — and his hasty videotaped apology under pressure
from his advisers — Mr. Trump as
president-elect began raising the
prospect with allies that it may not
have been him on the tape after all.
Most of Mr. Trump’s aides
ignored his changing story. But in
January, shortly before his inauguration, Mr. Trump told a Republican
senator that he wanted to investigate the recording that had him
boasting about grabbing women’s
genitals.
“We don’t think that was my

FBI and DOJ: Cesspools of Corruption
Larry Klayman whacks ‘three cowardly halfwits’ leading agencies

By Larry Klayman
Thursday the new director of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI), Christopher Wray, predictably undercut the president who
nominated him to take over for the
previous two corrupt heads of the
agency, Robert Mueller and James
Comey, testifying before the House
Judiciary Committee that the FBI
described by The Donald as “in tatters” is not the “one that he knows.”
While there are many fine and
honest line special agents at the FBI
— and I know this having worked
with them as a U.S. Department
of Justice prosecutor, in private
practice and as the founder of both
Judicial Watch and Freedom Watch
over the last decades — Wray’s
mantra, obviously rehearsed and
repeated many times, was farcical
in today’s real world.
Wray, whose child-like demeanor exhibits a lack of gravitas to
project himself as the leader of the
self-proclaimed best law enforcement agency on the planet, along
with his compromised colleagues
at Justice, Attorney General Jeff
Sessions and his Obama-Clinton
Deep State Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein, act more like the
three monkeys known as “See No
Evil, Hear No Evil and Speak No
Evil,” than the nation’s premier law
enforcement officials. And with that
characterization I am only being
charitable. In reality, these legally
bereft so-called law enforcement
officials are more akin to the Three
Stooges. The only difference is that
these three cowardly halfwits are
not funny.
In short, Wray, Sessions and
Rosenstein are sitting atop a department riddled with Deep State

Larry KLayMan
Obama-Clinton political hacks
who are hellbent on denying We
the People our vote, and instead
on a mission to destroy the Trump
presidency and everyone associated
with him and his family. And, all
the while that this legal jihad continues — spearheaded by Special
Counsel Robert Mueller and his
conflicted ultra-leftist and ethically challenged prosecutors — the
Three Stooges simply sit around
and watch this political massacre
march on.
And what makes matters even
worse and adds insult to legal injury
is that the president’s own lawyers,
Ty Cobb, John Dowd and Jay Seculow, spend more time telling our
fearless leader that all is well in
the Land of Oz, as the surrogates
of the Wicked Witch of the Left,
Hillary Clinton, our former Muslim
in Chief, Barack Obama, and their
Democratic Party and media hacks
soldier on in their quest to take
Trump down. It’s time for these
Washington insiders, who obviously don’t want to risk their standing

in the swamps of the nation’s capital, where overlapping interests for
clients who need something from
the Three Stooges prevail, to finally
be fired, as they are worthless, to
put it mildly, under the circumstances. I am tired of both hearing
and seeing their visages on cable
shows; it’s high time they actually
do something to protect their client
and our president, apart from using
public relations notoriety to build
their client list and ensure their induction into the “Swamp Creatures
Hall of Fame.”
This past week, we learned of
yet new horrors at Justice and the
FBI. First, there was the revelation
about a now discredited FBI Special Agent Peter Strzok who was
at the helm of the compromised
Hillary Clinton email/server scandal as well as the prosecution of
retired Gen. Michael Flynn. Strzok
apparently was the special agent
who conducted the sham interview
of the Wicked Witch, not bothering
to put her formally under oath or
video her interview, much less
take any notes of her lying act. Not
coincidentally, Strzok, whose subterfuge and obstruction of justice
was kept hidden from the public
by the Three Stooges and their head
stooge, Robert Mueller, for many
months, spent much of his time
texting thousands of messages to
his mistress — classy guy — disparaging President Trump. For his
felonious legal sins, typically, the
Three Stooges simply transferred
him to the Human Resources of the
FBI, presumably where he can now
play an instrumental role in hiring
more political special agent leftist
hacks in his own image.
But as if this outrage is not

enough, we also learned this week
that another Obama-Clinton Deep
State official, Bruce Ohr, was quietly moved out of his position as
associate deputy attorney general to
Obama-Clinton Deep State Deputy
Attorney General Rod Rosenstein,
the former Obama U.S. attorney
for the District of Maryland — that
is, before AG Sessions had the
bright idea of making him No. 2 at
Justice. Ohr, however, able to keep
his title and position as the director
of Justice’s Organized Crime and
Drug Task Force. The reason for
Ohr’s demotion: It was revealed
that he held clandestine meetings
with Fusion GPS founder Glenn
Simpson and discredited British spy
Christopher Steele, whom the firm
hired to pony up the phony Russian
dossier smearing the president. This
dossier was one of the trigger points
for the illegal wiretaps of the Trump
Tower by the FBI under Comey
and later the appointment of Robert
Mueller as special counsel.
During my years at Judicial
Watch, I had my own experience
with Ohr, then director of the DOJ
Organized Crime Task Force.
My client Peter Paul was held in
Brazil (where he was arrested to
be extradited to the U.S.) for the
alleged crimes of securities and
bank fraud over his role of raising
nearly $2 million in hard money
contributions for the 2000 New
York U.S. Senate campaign of the
Wicked Witch. Ohr traveled with
me to Sao Paulo to interview Peter,
promising that Hillary would not be
spared from legal scrutiny. However, while Paul was unjustly indicted
and then convicted of these crimes
after he attempted to cooperate with
Justice, the Wicked Witch was left

untouched, despite the proof Paul
had provided to Ohr, including but
not limited to cashed checks and
thank-you notes from the Clintons
evidencing the illegal campaign
contributions. I wrote about this
in my autobiography, “Whores:
Why and How I Came to Fight the
Establishment!”
It thus comes as no surprise that
Ohr is again running interference
for the Clintons and furthering the
interests of his leftist Democratic
friends who want to bring our president down.
Fellow patriots, The Donald is
only partly right. Justice and its
FBI are more than “in tatters!” They
collectively have become a cesspool of corruption. And, that is why
Freedom Watch has stepped in as
your Justice Department, recently
bringing a lawsuit to have Mueller
removed as special counsel. In
this regard, I need your support.
Please go to www.freedomwatch.
org and sign our petition to have
me appointed special counsel to
investigate the crimes of the Clintons and Obama, and also to have
the federal court in Washington,
D.C., ultimately order the removal
of Mueller and his ultra-leftist
prosecutors.
Time is short, particularly since
at present our president sorely lacks
uncompromised, fearless legal
representation to defend himself
and the republic from destruction
by those traitors within our midst at
our Justice Department and its FBI.
Larry Klayman is a former Justice Department prosecutor and
the founder of Judicial Watch and
Freedom Watch. His latest book is
“Whores: Why and How I Came to
Fight the Establishment.”
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“The Rich” Do Not Exist

By José Azel
“The rich get richer and the poor
get poorer.” This class warfare
mantra is often invoked by those
advocating for redistributionist
policies. But “the rich,” and for that
matter the poor, do not exist as a
class constituted of fundamentally
akin individuals who share interests
in conflict with the interests of other
classes.
Before continuing I should notefor the benefit of the reader inclined
to impugn personal motives- that
academicians are rarely among the
rich. The median salary of university professors in the U.S. is $72,470.
Of course, there are people who
are wealthy, but the concept of “the
rich” is often used to mean something more sinister as pointed out
by Don Watkins and Yaron Brook
in their book Equal is Unfair. The
authors remind us that terms such
as “the rich” and the “one percent”
are not used as neutral descriptions
of an individuals’ income or wealth.
The class warfare narrative claims
we are exploited by “the rich,” who
use their economic power to manipulate the system in their favor.
Terms such as “the rich” and the
“one percent” are used pejoratively
to suggest an evil class.
Among the very rich we find
visionary technology CEOs like
Bill Gates, Michael Dell, and the
late Steve Jobs; innovators like Jeff
Bezos and Larry Ellison; diversified
investors in their 80s like Warren
Buffett and Carl Icahn; young industry disrupters in their 30s and
40s, like Mark Zuckerberg, Larry
Page, and Sergey Brin; retailers
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like the Waltons, and candy makers
like the Mars; socialists like George
Soros, and free market backers like
the Koch brothers; and women like
Alice and Christy Walton, Jacqueline Mars, Laurene Powell Jobs,
and Anne Cox Chambers. Over
10 percent of the very rich in the
Forbes 400 list are immigrants.
These individuals all have large
fortunes, but they cannot be thought
of as a political class with undistinguishable socioeconomic interests.
“The rich” are a heterogeneous
group of individuals with varied
beliefs, motives, virtues and faults.
There is no evidence that “the rich”
share a political agenda, much less
an evil one. In fact, a 2011 Gallup
poll found that only 33 percent of
the top 1 percent of income earners
identified themselves as Republican, 41 percent self-identified as
Independent, and 26 percent as
Democrats.
Class warfare promoters claim

that the principal sociopolitical
interest of “the rich” is to minimize
the taxes they pay. If this is true, it
is also true for most Americans that
are concerned with the taxes they
pay. The reality is that “the rich”
pay a disproportionate overload of
the federal income tax burden. It
is estimated that the top 1 percent
of earners, pay over 38 percent of
federal income taxes. This proportion exceeds the federal income tax
payments of the bottom 90 percent
combined.
For the bottom fifty percent
of income earners, the effective
income tax rate is approximately
3 percent. For the top 1 percent
the effective income tax rate is 23
percent.
The pattern of spending on
elections also discredits the claim

that “the rich” dominate a common
sociopolitical agenda centered on
their self-interest. In the 2014 electoral cycle, conservative political
action committees (Super PACs)
spent a total of $151.1 million
whereas liberal Super PACs spent
20 percent more — $182.4 million.
Given these facts, it is disingenuous to argue, as class warfare
supporters do, that “the rich” use
their political influence effectively
to minimize their tax payments.
Rather, it appears that “the rich”
are politically inept when it comes
to influencing tax policy.
But the real tragedy of using
short-hand labels such as “the
rich” to stigmatize wealthy individual is that it prevents us from
distinguishing those that earn as a
result of their creative production of
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goods and services, and those that
parasitically take what others earn
via deception, force, or government
favor.
The economic inequality that
results from our legitimate earnings is an inevitable consequence
of economic freedom. The goal of
democracy is political equality, not
economic equality.
*****
José Azel left Cuba in 1961 as a
13 year-old political exile in what
has been dubbed Operation Pedro
Pan — the largest unaccompanied
child refugee movement in the history of the Western Hemisphere.
He is currently dedicated to the indepth analyses of Cuba’s economic,
social and political state, with a
keen interest in post-Castro-Cuba
strategies.

Researchers discover lost
teachings of Jesus Christ?
By Frank Holmes
Two American professors claim
they have discovered an ancient
document containing the secret
teachings of Jesus Christ.
The professors pieced together
brittle papyrus fragments from
the 5th and 6th centuries to find a
document they say records a lost
conversation between Jesus and the
apostle James.
The Greek text supposedly reveals a secret teaching that “supplements the biblical account of Jesus’
life and ministry,” according to one
of the researchers.
Usually, the media want nothing
to do with Jesus, but they went out
of their way to promote this story.
Just look at some of the headlines:
“Ancient forbidden Christian
text of Jesus’ ‘secret teachings’ to
his ‘brother’ found.”
“Copy of Forbidden Teachings
Found in Egypt.”
“Ancient banned manuscript
of Jesus’s secret teachings is unearthed after 1,600 years.”
There’s just one problem with

the story: It’s a total crock.
The “lost” document was never
really lost, and the professors didn’t
find it digging around in the sand
dunes of Egypt. They found it in a
college library in England. It’s one

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
small business owners
support tax cuts

Those who are still uncertain about Congress’ Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
should look to Nevada for evidence that low business taxes work.
Our state is one of seven that doesn’t levy an income tax, and it taxes
business revenue at a top rate of one-third of one percent. Low taxes and
limited red tape have allowed Nevada’s economy to grow almost twice as
fast as the U.S. average. Congress’ plan to reduce the federal tax burden
on small businesses and individuals would promote even more growth.
Smart cuts like this let the smallest businesses get a leg up on their way
to becoming medium and large businesses.
When I opened Junk King almost three years ago, a sizeable tax cut
would have helped me get my businesses off the ground. A tax cut now
would do wonders in my goal to keep growing and servicing my community.
Politicians always talk about small business as the backbone of America. It’s time to put some muscle behind those statements and give small
businesses the tax relief they need to expand in local economies.
Brian Cassidy — Reno, NV

Tie corporate tax cut to raising
minimum wage to $12 an hour

If the GOP wants Democratic support for its tax cut/”tax reform” bill,
the GOP should be willing to see that the “windfall” from their tax cut
goes to the workers who have not benefited from the rising stock market
and high profits currently being generated for the CEO’s and stockholders.
The minimum wage should immediately go up to $10 and hour and rise
$1 each year until it reaches $15. Thereafter, the law should read that the
minimum wage is tied to the inflation rate, rising and falling according
to that fixed percentage.
Robert Butler — Marmaduke, AR

of 200,000 papyrus scrolls that Oxford University has in its archives.
This “lost” document has been
sitting there since 1945.
Calling it new is like talking
about the “new” hit song by the
Andrews Sisters!
More importantly, the document
isn’t the lost sayings of Jesus at all
— far from it. It’s part of the teachings of a secret society of pagans
who tried to stamp out Christianity
with the strangest blend of spiritual
mysticism and Biblical forgery on
earth.
This “secret” document is a
well-known ancient fraud called the
“First Apocalypse of James.” It was

written by a sect called the Gnostics
(pronounced “NAW-sticks”), and
what they believed about Jesus will
make your head spin.
Hold onto your hats, this is going to get weird.
The Gnostics believed that the
God who created the world, God
the Father, was the lowest god —
and He was evil. He created the
world and filled it with lies.
They have a name for God the
Father…they call him “Satan.”
He and his demon servants,
the “archons,” wander the earth,
destroying people’s lives.
Yup, that’s bizarre. But hang on,
it gets weirder.
According to their mind-blowing beliefs, God the Father (Yahweh) was one of dozens of “gods”
who were the offspring of an
ancient and unseen god.
They say that one of these
goddesses, Sophia, is “married”
to Jesus.
Only a handful of people are
good enough to be saved by these
pagan deities — but not many, not
many at all. A certain, small class
of people were born smarter and
superior to all other human beings.
All the non-Gnostics were created
to suffer and die.
They had no moral code and
looked down on ignorant people
who believed in right-and-wrong.
If you think their teachings are
mixed-up — you won’t believe
what this “lost document” has Jesus
saying.

(Continued from Page 10)
She added, “One victim who
I spoke with said, ‘you know, the
process was almost worse than the
harassment.’”
According to The Hill, Rep.
Bradley Byrne, an Alabama Republican and a labor attorney, is
pushing for a law granting the
Office of Compliance the power to
investigate and subpoena people.
“If they find something is actually a violation, to go actually present
it as a case to an administrative law
judge and ultimately to get justice
for the victim — and not require the
person that makes this allegation to
go through counseling and mandatory mediation. If they want to do
that great, but don’t force them to
do it,” Byrne said in an interview.
The Congressional Accountability Act doesn’t make Congress
accountable, but some law should.
Thomas Mitchell is a former

Rep. Jackie speier
newspaper editor who now writes You may email Mitchell at thomconservative/libertarian columns asmnv@yahoo.com. He blogs at
for weekly papers in Nevada. http://4thst8.wordpress.com/.

Mitchell

In the document, Jesus tells
James that the Jews “existed as a
type of the archons [demons], and
deserve to be destroyed by them.”
That doesn’t sound like Jesus.
The Bible says that Jesus loved
everyone and came so that “no one
should perish, but have everlasting
life.”
They turned the Bible into a little
version of Mein Kampf! But that
didn’t stop reporters from hyping
this as a holy document.
The Big Media lies to you about
Donald Trump; do you expect them
to tell you the truth about Jesus?!
The Gnostics were supposed to
have died out centuries ago — but
think about their teachings for just
one second:
They are a tiny group of people
who believe they were born better
than everyone else on earth. They
have secret knowledge that makes
them the smartest people alive.
They look down on ignorant,
hard-working people who believe
in God. They don’t care about right
and wrong. And they only live to
enrich themselves and members of
their class.
Doesn’t that sound just like
Washington politicians and fake
news reporters?
*****
Frank Holmes is a reporter for
The Horn News. He is a veteran
journalist and an outspoken conservative that talks about the news
that was in his weekly article, “On
The Holmes Front.”
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Franken’s resignation, and Dems’
new “purity,” is a political stunt

By Ford O’Connell
The Hill opinion contributor
Sen. Al Franken’s (D-Minn.)
speech Wednesday, December 13,
on the Senate floor, in which he
vowed to resign “in the coming
weeks,” created more questions
than it answered.
Why didn’t Franken resign on
the spot? Why didn’t he apologize
or express even a little remorse
for his actions? Why walk away
from the seat if, as he said, he still
thought the Senate ethics committee was the right venue to adjudicate his case?
And what are we to make of this
situation? Not to be cynical, but
Democrats forcing Franken out is
hardly a profile in political courage.
In fact, it was an easy call. They
lose nothing politically. They are
not in power in Washington, D.C.,
and Mark Dayton, the Democratic
governor of Minnesota, will appoint
one of his own party — most likely
Lt. Gov. Tina Smith — to the seat
until a special election is held.
In reality, this is nothing more
than a political stunt designed to
make the GOP look bad and to

make Roy Moore, the Republican
running for Senate from Alabama,
the “hood ornament” of the GOP
heading into the 2018 midterms,
should Moore prevail in the Dec.
12 special election.
This, and the forced resignation
of octogenarian Rep. John Conyers,
D-Mich., represent Democrats’
attempt to clear out alleged bad
actors so it can resurrect its “war
on women” theme in coming campaigns — this time around the issue
of sexual harassment. It won’t be
easy — the dizzying pace of sexual
harassment scandals has rocked
both parties with no end in sight.

It also is an attempt to create a
precedent that all politicians accused of sexual misconduct of any
kind must resign, that, of course,
Democrats want to apply to President Trump in the 2020 campaign
or before.
Unfortunately for Democrats,
this attempt to clean the pipes is
off to a rough start. Rep. Ruben
Kihuen, D-Nev., not only has decided to dig in his heels and not
resign in the face of sexual assault
allegations, he has claimed Democratic leaders knew of his alleged
transgressions before he got to
Washington.

As for Moore, it would have
been better if he had resigned when
accusers came forward, but President Trump’s last-minute decision
to support him was a smart calculation given the circumstances.
Alabama voters deserve to be the
ones to make this decision, and
Republicans really and truly need
the seat.
Since 1945, Republicans have
controlled the White House and
both chambers of Congress for a
total of seven years (1953-1954,
2003-2006, 2017), and given where
the Democrats stand on issues
ranging from job creation to illegal
immigration to welfare reform,
Republicans would be foolish to
squander this opportunity given
their slim majority in the Senate
(52-48) and the possibility they
could lose the House in 2018.
Unless Moore can somehow
prove his innocence in coming
days, the best course for Republicans would be for Moore to win the
Senate seat, the Senate to vote as
quickly as possible to expel him and
for Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey, a Republican, to appoint a replacement.

Sexual harassment is real. The
pain in the faces and voices of the
women coming forward now is real.
America needs to have this conversation in Hollywood, on Capitol
Hill and in workplaces across the
country.
And it is interesting that Franken, a darling of the left, is not
apparently all that valuable among
colleagues for him to be dispatched
to the wood chipper in this way.
But make no mistake: Democrats have not found virtue on this.
Their alleged new-found puritanical
stance does not comport with their
decades of silence, particularly
when it came to former President
Bill Clinton’s indiscretions.
This is mostly about a quick and
easy power grab at a time when
they find themselves on the outside
looking in.
*****
Ford O’Connell is the chairman
of CivicForumPAC, worked on
John McCain’s 2008 presidential
campaign, and authored the book
“Hail Mary: The 10-Step Playbook
for Republican Recovery.” Follow
him on Twitter @FordOConnell.

Any immigration compromise must shut
down magnets for future lawbreakers
By Dave Ray
The Hill opinion contributor
Threats can be a very effective way to
modify or temporarily halt undesired behavior. It’s the threat of hidden traffic cameras
that coerce drivers to slow down, and the
threat of a terrifying IRS audit that convinces
many people to not cheat on their taxes.
Likewise, the power of a credible threat
has proven quite effective in immigration
enforcement as well. Following President
Trump’s tough talk on illegal immigration
and cracking down on criminal aliens, illegal
border crossings have hit a 45-year low, according to Acting Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) Director Thomas Homan.
Recently released statistics reveal that arrests
by the border patrol have declined by some 25
percent from the previous year — the lowest
level since 1971, clearly demonstrating the
power of the bully pulpit.
But threats can only go so far, and eventually would be illegal aliens will begin to call
the president’s bluff. The inability to deliver
on some key border and interior enforcement
promises, accompanied by pull factors taking
place on Capitol Hill and broadcast daily to
the world, could see recent gains in the fight
against illegal immigration all but lost.
The “big, beautiful wall,” that President
Trump campaigned so heavily on and promised to deliver, remains largely unfunded.
Prototypes have been built, but the actual
$15 to $25 billion in funding needed to
secure the border has yet to be delivered.
The Democrats, led by Sen. Chuck Schumer
(N.Y.), who 11 years ago supported the construction of 700 miles of border wall to help
protect the nation, have done a 180 turn on the
issue. Now, open borders is party orthodoxy
— even something worth shutting down the
government over.

President Trump also promised to put
dangerous sanctuary cities out of business.
Unfortunately, despite the best efforts of the
administration, the promise to “claw back”
certain federal funds or cities and municipalities that embrace reckless sanctuary laws
have been effectively stymied by activist
judges, eager to legislate from the bench.
Most recently, a federal judge in California
permanently blocked the president’s executive order to withhold federal funding from
sanctuary cities, finding that the administration lacked the authority to impose new
conditions on spending already approved by
Congress.
The inability to effectively punish sanctuary cities, combined with a backlash from
open borders advocates eager to buck any
initiative by the administration, has resulted
in not only the growth of sanctuary communities across the nation, but the birth of
sanctuary campuses and sanctuary states as
well. When President Trump took office, it

was estimated that there were roughly 300
sanctuary jurisdictions across the nation.
Today, that number totals more than 500.
Sanctuary cities not only serve as a beacon
to illegal immigrants, who know that once
they’ve arrived in the city, they’ll be shielded
from federal immigration enforcement, but
they also are major public safety hazards. ICE
recently reported that 10,000 criminal aliens
that were released in lieu of being turned
over to federal immigration authorities have
recommitted new crimes against the innocent.
There has also been an enormous increase
in two key pull factors. The widely-publicized insistence that some form of permanent
amnesty for Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA) recipients be included as
part of a must-pass spending bill has not gone
unnoticed south of the border. DACA has
been an enormous illegal immigration magnet since its unlawful inception by President
Obama in 2012.
After creation of DACA — deferred

deportation accompanied by a coveted work
permits for illegal aliens who arrived in the
U.S. prior to their 16 birthday — there was
an immediate influx of teenagers, unaccompanied minors and their families from Central
America. By the beginning of 2017, nearly
113,000 minors had arrived from Central
America since 2012, and they continue to
come. In fact, despite a major reduction
in apprehensions of illegal aliens in other
categories, the only group on the uptick are
unaccompanied minors and families, who are
likely hoping to cash in on the DACA amnesty drama being played out on the world stage.
The other magnet that remains is the relative ease at which illegal aliens are able to
continue to obtain employment in the U.S.,
despite the fact that it’s been illegal to hire an
illegal alien in this country since 1986. This
law has been undermined by the profusion
of fake IDs, used to prove work status in the
U.S. E-Verify, the easy to use online system
that allows employers to check a potential
employee’s right to work in the U.S., is
another measure that President Trump has
promised to deliver on. Although the president has pushed mandatory E-Verify as part
of any DACA deal, its ability to turn off the
jobs magnet that draws illegal immigrants
into the U.S. remains largely unfulfilled.
At some point, threats become hollow
and their effectiveness begins to wane.
President Trump must insist that any DACA
negotiations contain funding for the wall,
mandatory use of E-Verify and increased
penalties against dangerous sanctuary cities.
The American people are waiting.
*****
Dave Ray is director of communications
at the Federation for American Immigration
Reform (FAIR), a nonprofit group aimed at
supporting legal immigration.

Trump gets it right on Antiquities Act rollback
By Erin Hawley
The Hill opinion contributor
President Trump reduced the
size of two national monuments in
Utah by about two million acres.
Although some environmental
activists are complaining the president has no authority to decrease
the size of a national monument,
the more salient question is how
some 840 million acres of federal
land and water became national
monuments in the first place.
Despite the present outrage from
the environmental community,
presidents have long thought it
proper to ensure that a prior monument designation complies with
the terms of the Antiquities Act. As
a 1938 opinion from the attorney
general puts it, the president “from
time to time has diminished the area
of national monuments established
under the Antiquities Act by removing or excluding lands.”
President John F. Kennedy, for
example, issued a proclamation
removing nearly four thousand
acres from the Bandelier National
Monument. He cited the Antiquities Act as authority, declaring that
“it appears that it would be in the
public interest to exclude from …
the monument approximately 3,925
acres of land containing limited archeological values which have been
fully researched and are not needed

to complete the interpretive story of
the Bandelier National Monument.”
As President Trump correctly
points out, the Antiquities Act has
been much abused. The statute was
enacted in 1906 to protect Native
American burial sites and ruins
on federal lands. It criminalized
looting by pothunters and authorized the president unilaterally
to set aside national monuments.
The text, however, places two
firm, but long-ignored, limits on
an Executive’s authority under the
Antiquities Act.
First, a president may preserve

only identifiable “objects” of historical or scientific interest. Second,
adjacent land is limited “to the
smallest area compatible with the
proper care and management of the
objects to be protected.”
The House Report confirms
these textual limitations. It states
that the Antiquities Act was meant
to “create small reservations reserving only so much land as may be
absolutely necessary for the preservation of these interesting relics
of prehistoric times.” In response to
the concern that a president might
use the statute to prohibit resource

development in the West, perhaps
even tying up “seventy or eighty
million acres of land in the United
States” — a number that seems
quaint now — the bill’s sponsor
replied, “certainly not,” the Antiquities Act was intended merely to
“preserve … old objects of special
interest.”
Presidents have long felt immune from the textual limitations
of the Antiquities Act. But the abuse
has been getting worse. President
Obama, for example, broke records
by preserving some 553 million
acres of federal lands and waters.
The irony is that we no longer
live in 1906. Since that date, Congress has enacted a plethora of land
preservation statutes. In particular,
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 comprehensively addresses the management
of federal lands “in a manner that
will protect the quality of scientific,
scenic, historical, ecological, environmental ... and archeological
values.” These statutes may be
more unwieldy because they provide for public notice and comment,
but they are an unquestionably
better balance of preservation and
procedure.
Land preservation by Executive
Proclamation may be efficient, but
it is hardly fair. The Antiquities Act
affords affected communities no

opportunity for input. Neither they
nor their elected representatives
have a say in a designation that may
decimate an already-struggling rural community by reducing or eliminating long-held uses like grazing
and timber, prohibiting drilling and
mining, and decreasing taxes.
President Trump touched on
the importance of local participation. Abuse of the Antiquities Act
“give(s) enormous power to faraway bureaucrats at the expense of
the people who actually live here,
work here, and make this place their
home.” It is high time someone paid
attention to these men and women.
In the end, the flap over reducing
the size of a national monument is
much ado about nothing. The lands
that are now outside a national
monument designation remain
federal lands and may be subject
to additional protections under
other statutes. The only catch is
that more-modern statutes include
procedural protections, like an opportunity for notice and comment,
for affected communities. This is a
win for everyone.
*****
Erin Hawley is a legal fellow at
the Independent Women’s Forum,
an associate professor of law at
the University of Missouri, and a
former clerk to Chief Justice John
G. Roberts Jr.

Trump is right on Jerusalem
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By Former Rep. Steve Israel (D-NY)
The Hill opinion contributor
Mel Brooks fans remember that scene in
the film “Blazing Saddles,” when Cleavon
Little holds a gun to his head and threatens
to shoot himself if he doesn’t get his way.
President Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem
as the capital of Israel may have unmasked
a Palestinian strategy that reminds me of
that scene. (Spoiler alert: This may be a
left-handed compliment to the president, in
the political sense.)
There are few decisions by President
Trump which I support. His divisive, damaging policies add layers of well-deserved
skepticism, even when we may agree. But
I believe that his recognition of Jerusalem
is correct. There has always been strong
bipartisan agreement on relocating the U.S.
embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.
I was one of 31 House members from
both sides of the aisle who co-sponsored
legislation supporting the move in 2011. For
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us, it was based on the fundamental belief that
Jerusalem is the eternal and undivided capital
of Israel, and that Israel’s adversaries have no
right to exercise veto power over where we
choose to locate our embassy.
More important than where in Israel our
embassy stands is where in the world Palestinian negotiators are willing to sit for peace
talks. Until now, those seats have been empty.
Refusing to negotiate on Jerusalem, while at
the same time insisting that the United States
can’t locate its embassy there until negotiations conclude, preserves an endless strategic
advantage for Palestinian leaders and offers
no incentive to come to the table.
In fact, the president’s statement, when
read carefully, isn’t quite as dramatic as it
would seem. Yes, we recognize Jerusalem
as Israel’s capital, but we don’t say East
Jerusalem or West Jerusalem or both. Yes,
we’ll move the embassy, but there’s no
when, where or how. Don’t count on seeing
the moving trucks idling in front of the U.S.

embassy on Hayarkon Street any time soon.
The president may have thrown a bone to
pro-Israel voters in America, but when they
sink their teeth in, they’ll find it lacking in
meat. My guess, based on overexposure to
stockpiles of Republican hypocrisy, is that
had President Obama issued the identical
statement, many who gush in praise now may
have picked it apart back then.
Wittingly or unwittingly, that may be the
smartest aspect of the Trump announcement.
He hasn’t closed the door to negotiations on
a two-state solution. He’s created an opening
by suggesting to Palestinian leaders that time
is not their ally, and that it’s in their interest to
get serious about negotiating before time and
policies pass them by. Instead of inciting violence that will end lives, they’d be better off
restarting negotiations to ensure their future.
Of course, that may be their ultimate
gambit: continuing to wait for the perfect deal
that will never materialize, while rebuilding
and strengthening their rockets in Gaza and

(Continued from Page 11)
Mr. Trump has used closed-door
conversations to question the authenticity of President Barack
Obama’s birth certificate. He has
also repeatedly claimed that he lost
the popular vote last year because of
widespread voter fraud, according
to advisers and lawmakers One
senator who listened as the president revived his doubts about Mr.
Obama’s birth certificate chuckled
on Tuesday as he recalled the conversation. The president, he said,
has had a hard time letting go of his
claim that Mr. Obama was not born
in the United States. The senator
asked not to be named to discuss
private conversations.
Whenever My Mind Is
Made Up, I Never Let
The Facts Confuse Me
Mr. Trump’s journeys into the
realm of manufactured facts have
been frequent enough that his own
staff has sought to nudge friendly
lawmakers to ask questions of Mr.
Trump in meetings that will steer
him toward safer terrain. To the
president’s critics, his conspiracy-mongering goes to the heart of
why he poses a threat to the country.
“It’s dangerous to democracy;
you’ve got to have shared facts,”
Senator Jeff Flake, Republican of
Arizona, said in an interview on
Tuesday. “And on so many of these,
there’s empirical evidence that says
no: You didn’t win the popular
vote, there weren’t more people at
your inauguration than ever, that
was your voice on that tape, you
admitted it before.”
Mr. Flake, who is not running
for re-election, said in the interview
that he was about to begin a series
of speeches on the Senate floor
outlining his concerns about Mr.
Trump. The first, he said, will be
dedicated to what Mr. Flake called
the president’s disregard for the
truth.

Let’s Stick To
The Non-Crazy Stuff
Many Republican lawmakers
— not wanting to undermine the
party’s fragile negotiations over a
much-sought tax overhaul — declined to talk on the record about
Mr. Trump’s pattern of plunging
into what one senator called “his
rabbit holes.” But the president’s
success last year has also left some
in his party in awe of his achievement and uneasy about angering his
base of supporters.
“This guy got $2 billion of
earned media in the primary, and
he won an election that nobody
thought he was going to win,” said
Senator David Perdue, R-Georgia,
alluding to the monetary equivalent of what Mr. Trump garnered
in news media coverage. “This is
a guy who is doing things that are
totally unprecedented.”
Mr. Perdue, who like the president is a former business executive,
did not defend Mr. Trump’s untruths but said that other historical
figures had their flaws, too.
Nobody’s Perfect!
“He’s nobody’s choir boy, but
neither were people like Winston
Churchill, for example,” said the
senator. “This guy, I think, is a
historic person of destiny at a time
and place in America when we’ve
got to make a right-hand turn here.”
Asked if the truth still matters, Mr.
Perdue said: “Oh, absolutely. Facts
are what you base decisions on.”
But Mr. Trump seems to not
want to fully accept those facts that
are embarrassing or inconvenient.
In October 2016, when The
Washington Post first emailed Mr.
Trump’s aides about the dialogue
from the “Access Hollywood”
tape, Mr. Trump said the words
described by the newspaper did
not sound like things he would say,
according to two people familiar
with the discussions. However,

when an aide played the audio after
the newspaper posted it online, Mr.
Trump, who had been preparing for
his second presidential debate with
Hillary Clinton, did not deny it.
Heeeeeere’s Donny!
“It’s me,” he told people in
the room as he listened. Yet after
The New York Times published
an article last weekend revealing
that the president had questioned
the authenticity of the recording,
White House aides refused to answer questions about whether Mr.
Trump still believes it was him on
the tape. For better or for worse,
Trump’s voice is distinctive. Is
there anyone who really believes
it is not him, saying what he designated as “locker room talk”? — as
if that justifies it. What locker room
was he ever in besides the Miss
Universe pageant’s locker room?
The White House declined to
comment for this article, pointing
instead to comments that Sarah
Huckabee Sanders, the White
House press secretary, made on
Monday.
“He’s made his position on
that clear at that time, as have the
American people in his support of
him,” Ms. Sanders said at the White
House daily news briefing. She did
not offer any direct answers when
pressed further about the matter. Of
course she didn’t.
Mr. Trump’s friends did not
bother denying that the president
was creating an alternative version
of events. One Republican lawmaker, who asked not to be identified, said that Mr. Trump’s false
statements had become familiar to
people over time.
The president continues to boast
of winning districts that he did not
in fact win, the lawmaker said,
and of receiving 52 percent of the
women’s vote, even though exit
polls show that only 42 percent of
women supported him.

(Continued from Page 10)
enough at $20 each) from their litter
of seven. It obviously caught their
eye. Well-wishers who knew of
their plan to surprise their children
forewarned them not to consider the
so-called runt of the litter, or the one
that was “over enthusiastic” in its
“desire” to be picked.
When they went to check out
the puppies, sure enough, the little
cuddly-looking things were clearly
of the Labrador-beagle persuasion.
As they perused the various puppies
from which to choose, one puppy
would not give up trying to get their
attention, doing one of the things
that they were warned against when
picking a puppy.
Naturally, “Omar-to-be” won,
or he would not have gotten that
name. But that is not the end of the
puppy-picking story. Apparently,
Omar was not about to go home
with his new family without his
little sister. So, having secured
his place with these kind-looking
humans, Omar pitter-pattered over
to the shy-looking littlest dog of
them all, hiding behind the others,
way in the corner. Yes, you guessed
it! “Russell-to-be” was the runt of
the litter. And Omar was not about
to leave her behind. He parked
himself in front of her, and would
not budge until one of the humans
would reach down and pick up his
little sister. Once the human female
looked into the eyes of the little canine female, the adoption of the duo
was sealed. Omar and his sister had
secured a happy human home; and
while those little sibling puppies

could not possibly have known the
“rules” of how to behave so some
human would choose them, they
were so chosen even before all the
other little puppies left behind —
puppies that were apparently acting
in accord with those human-made
rules on what to look for in the
puppy one picks.
Sensing that they were obviously going to give the two little
guys together a good home, the
Craigslist ad-placer told them there
would be no charge. Free is always
a good price.
Omar could not be happier (we
have to assume) than to be able to
have his little sister come home
with him to this friendly and loving
adoptive family!
And so one child got to name
the one puppy Omar and claim it
as his; and the other child named
the little runt “Russell,” since it
would be hers. Years went by,
and the puppies grew up strong
and healthy — Omar continuing
his happy puppy exuberance, and
Russell being more shy and retiring,
not necessarily open to unexpected
bursts of human playfulness.
Yet as often happens, children
grow older and go off to school
and “puppies,” no matter what
age, get left behind for the parents
to feed, take outside, and clean up
after. Not that their doggies aren’t
always thought about and visited
when possible, but they eventually
become Mom and Dad’s doggies,
and it is then Mom and Dad who
will miss them the most when they
are no longer.

Omar had his day, and has been
gone now for several years, leaving
very happy memories in the minds
of his adoptive family, perhaps happiest of all in the mind of my son.
Now it is Russell’s turn to join that
massive collection of doggie energy
“in the sky.”
Perhaps in some unknown way
Russell and Omar’s energy will
swirl together forever, and at least
for now, the memories they left
behind — both the memories that
bring a smile or a laugh, and the
memories that rekindle those times
when one or more of them winced
at the dog situation before them —
will be the kind of legacy that every
dog-owner knows: that well known
unconditional doggie love.
They will always be glad they
said yes to getting a puppy for their
children — even though “a” puppy
quickly turned into two, and the
care and feeding and healthcare
costs over the lifetime of those
puppies turned the generous gift
of the Craigslist ad-placer into the
most expensive “free” gift my son
ever received!
It’s never easy to say goodbye,
but there are times when that’s the
best gift one can give to one’s aged
and very ailing dog.
So adios, Russell — bye-bye and
adieu! And thanks for all you gave
to your human family.
Maramis Choufani is the Managing Editor of the Las Vegas
Tribune. She writes a weekly column in this newspaper. To contact
Maramis, email her at maramis@
lasvegastribune.com.
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southern Lebanon, escalating violence to
which Israel must and will respond in order
to protect its citizens, and hoping that world
opinion builds with them.
The problem with all of this is that Israel
currently enjoys a renaissance in bilateral cooperation in the Gulf, Africa, Latin America
and elsewhere. Israel remains and will remain
in a position of strength vis-á-vis its neighbors. If that is the Palestinian strategy, it’s
the equivalent of holding a gun to their own
people’s heads to extricate themselves from
negotiating. Time will tell how it ends up.
Meanwhile, we shouldn’t wait any longer
to afford Israel the same diplomatic recognition that we extend to every other ally with
which we maintain diplomatic relations (with
the singular exception of the Hague, for entirely different reasons), and that is locating
our embassy in its capital city.
Steve Israel represented New York in
Congress for 16 years. His next novel, “Big
Guns,” will be published in April 2018.

“Sell Crazy Somewhere Else.
We’re all stocked up here!”
That’s what Jack Nicholson says
in As Good as It Gets. Mr. Trump
has a long history of stretching
facts, predating his presidency. He
has claimed his signature building,
Trump Tower in Manhattan, was
several stories taller than it actually
is. In his first book, “The Art of the
Deal,” he conceded to employing
what he called “truthful hyperbole.”
Isn’t that a contradiction in terms.
Industrial park, Jumbo Shrimp.
Happily Married! (couldn’t resist),
and Military Intelligence.
“I’m not a presidential historian,
but I think many other presidents
have written and shaped their own
myths,” said Christopher Ruddy,
the chief executive of Newsmax
Media, who spent part of Thanksgiving weekend with Mr. Trump
at the president’s Mar-a-Lago club
in Florida.
“Look at what happened with
John Kennedy,” Mr. Ruddy added.
“If you read Theodore White’s
books on it, he was given a story
line about Camelot. I don’t think
President Trump has gone that

far — he’s not describing this as
Camelot.”
But Pinocchio already owns the
liar thing. His nose gets longer.
Barnum and Bailey claimed the
three-ring circus. But there is a new
movie coming out. “The Greatest
Showman” which is about the life
of PT Barnum. One of the most
famous quotes attributed to P.T. is
“There’s a sucker born every minute.” Did he really say it? No one
will ever know. But can’t you hear
Trump saying that? You betcha!
When will it end? Sexual misconduct is now the darling of the
media, the Bete Noir! The topic we
love to hate! Previously it was DUI
or Domestic Violence. Aside from
that, Mrs Lincoln, how did you like
the play?
I hope it ends sooner rather than
later, But, I am not optimistic.
For more information regarding
Nevada laws, or if you feel your
rights have been violated, please
call Mace Yampolsky & Associates.
Call or text us at (702) 385-9777.
We are available 24/7 for emergencies. If you need help, CALL NOW
before it is too late. We can help!
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has no rights? Illegal entry into
the country under Mexican law is
a felony punishable by two years
imprisonment; and illegal reentry
after deportation is a sure ten years
punishment. If the United States
followed even one of the Mexico’s
many laws, Jose Ines Garcia Zarate
could has been incarcerated after
his second illegal reentry, instead
of allowing him in the country
after five deportations — and Kate
Steinle would be alive today.
Anybody seeking Mexican citizenship must show a valid birth certificate, a bank statement proving
economic independence and show
that they can provide for and afford
their own health care (so much for
ObamaCare in the United States).
Mexican law-enforcement officials, by national orders, have to
cooperate to enforce immigration
laws, including illegal alien arrests
and deportation. Members of the
military are also required to assist
in immigration enforcement operations. Can you read this, California?
Mexican nationals can also make
citizens’ arrest of illegal aliens and
they are not labeled racist, as they
want to call American citizens when
they would dare to act likewise.
Tourists who do not possess documents and identification can also be
arrested as illegal aliens.
In Mexico pro illegal-alien
speech, marches and protests by
outsiders are completely prohibited.
Under the Mexican Constitution,
foreigners are banned from any political speech and demonstrations.

The Mexican government is
famous for its abuse of illegal
aliens; they have a very aggressive
deportation plan, especially against
illegal Cuban immigration and
human trafficking through some of
their ports of entry. Mexico knows
that deporting a Cuban national is
sure death for that individual, but
they don’t care; for them that person
is just an illegal putting at risk the
sovereign of their country. Mexico
has never granted mass amnesty to
illegal aliens, as they are demanding from our country.
Former Mexican president Vicente Fox doesn’t miss an opportunity to come to our country to speak
about racism and discrimination.
Many years ago Fidel Castro
was a coward who had to hide
under the cassock of a Monsignor
of the Catholic Church. Now, many
leaders of the Catholic Church
are demanding a period of time in
which to halt all deportations and
put a freeze on all employment
raids across America, as though
the Catholic Church doesn’t have
enough problems of its own.
Nowadays we don’t know if we
are walking into a true Catholic
Church or a sanctuary place, acting
as a church.
Enough is enough; using children as bait for the benefit of adults
is nothing more than child abuse.
Perly Viasmensky is the General
Manager of the Las Vegas Tribune.
She writes a weekly column in this
newspaper. To contact Perly Viasmensky, email her at pviasmensky@
lasvegas tribune.com

(Continued from Page 11)
Not sure how consumers can get
a better deal than that!
And for those who say these
companies prevent competitors
from getting into the market, remember that’s the same thing many
were saying about Wal-Mart…
until Amazon came along. And the
same thing they were saying about
My Space… until Facebook came
along. And the same thing they
were saying about the taxi cartels…
until Uber came along.
Seriously, the LAST thing we
need when we dial up Google.com
or Facebook.com or Amazon.com
is a pop-up video featuring an FTC
bureaucrat declaring, “I’m from the
government and I’m here to help.”

The real, true danger is from
big government. If bureaucrats really want to help, just leave us the
heck alone, let us make our own
decisions in the free market, and
shrink yourself!
OK, that’s enough for now. But
if you want to continue following J-Law and Big Al’s excellent
adventures with Harvey and the
Martians, you can set up a Google
“News Alert” for updates. Another
great, free service for consumers!
Chuck Muth is president of
Citizen Outreach, a non-profit
public policy grassroots advocacy
organization and publisher of NevadaNewsandViews.com. He may
be reached by email at cmuth@
lasvegastribune.com.

Viasmensky

Muth
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“X-Rocks” Topless Revue at Ballys

By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos By Sandy Zimmerman
during the “X-Rocks” show
“X-Rocks” topless revue (Ballys) co-producers Matt and Angela
Stabile have demonstrated their expertise with two successful “X-Burlesque” (Flamingo), “X-Country”
(Harrahs) topless reviews and now
their third!
Just choose the style of music
you like best and there’s a dynamite
topless revue for you. I was invited
to the opening of “X-Burlesque”
and “X-Country” and recently
“X-Rocks,” each of their dance
numbers, costumes and set themes
are completely different.
One thing about the three “X”
topless revues, they are all “hot”
with beautiful, super-talented dancers, exciting sensuous routines and
some surprises. As a show reviewer,
it is refreshing to see shows that
stand alone each with their own
unique identity.
The creativity is remarkable
keeping these three shows as imaginative and original as possible. You
better watch carefully, “X-Rocks”
offers two stages with dancer’s access moving from one stage to the
other. Some Pyrotechnics devices
also added to the excitement.
I asked, Anthony Cordova,
co-choreographer of all three “X”
shows for eleven years and twenty
years in the show business, “It must
be difficult for you to come up with
clever routines each time?”
Anthony explained “I like to
step out of my comfort zone and see
what works and doesn’t work. We
added lots of dance numbers with
new ideas.”
PRODUCERS: In 1986, Stabile
opened Stabile Productions, Inc., a
full-service television and theatrical
production company with offices in
Las Vegas, NV and Los Angeles,
CA. In 2002, he partnered with
wife Angela on producing the show
“X” at the Aladdin Hotel and then
took it to Lake Tahoe in December
2003. The following two years,
they produced a similar show, “X
Girls,” at the V Theater inside the
Aladdin (now Planet Hollywood
Hotel & Casino).
The team also co-produced the
“Funny Business” Comedy Club,
also at Planet Hollywood. With a
few subtle changes, “X- Girls” has
evolved into to what is now known
as “X Burlesque” at the Flamingo,
now entering its 15th year in production.
Stabile has received two national
Telly Awards and fifteen local Addy
Awards for various Television

Directing and Director of Photography projects. Stabile Productions,
Inc. produces all of the video/audio
and commercial productions for
all of the shows locally. Stabile is
one of the leading television/Film
production company’s on the West
coast.
The “X-Rocks” Topless Revue appears 10 p.m., on Sunday,
Thursday, Friday & Saturday, in
the Back Room, at Bally’s. Call:
702-777-2782. http://www.xshowslasvegas.com/
*****
Award-winning syndicated columnist/Talk Show Host Sandy
Zimmerman, host of “Sandy Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV”, Sandy

“X-Rocks” topless revue at Ballys

interviews celebrities along the
red carpet, reviews shows/ dining/
luxury living/ travel, cars/ spas/
health, on-the-film-set interviews,
and more. For information, questions, or to recommend subjects,
please call or email www.sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com. ATTENTION: Do you have a fave
Las Vegas show? Whether you
prefer singers, dancers, magicians,
illusionists, comedians, production
shows, specialty acts, acrobats, or
other types of entertainers, let us
know your choice and you may win
free show tickets. Send you name,
telephone, email, and the name
of the show to sandyzimm2003@
yahoo.com.

Photo by Edison Graff/Stardust Fallout

Florescent costumes add to the excitement!

Photo by Edison Graff/Stardust Fallout

The “X-Rocks” dancer’s green lights create designs as they each move around the stage.
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Brio Tuscan Grille Features Chef-Inspired Bar Bites

By Mike Kermani
Las Vegas Tribune
The bar menu at BRIO Tuscan
Grille now features four additional
chef-inspired Bar Bites perfect for
sharing with friends, family or coworkers! Guests can sample these
new small plates in BRIO’s welcoming bar area, while indulging in
one of BRIO’s signature cocktails,
beer or wine.
Available Monday-Friday
during Social Hour (Happy Hour),
new Bar Bite dishes include:
—Bruschetta Trio: Roasted red
pepper, sliced steak and seasonal
bruschetta ($4)
—Warm Margherita Dip:
Four cheese blend, tomato compote, Reggiano, basil and grilled
ciabatta ($5)
—Buffalo Chicken Nachos:
Cheddar cheese sauce, creamy
horseradish, Gorgonzola, green
onions, celery and house-made
potato chips ($5)
—Crispy Shrimp BRIO: Spicy
Remoulade, green onions ($6)
Additional “must-taste” Bar
Bites include the Black Pepper
Shrimp, Margherita Flatbread, Beef
Carpaccio, Tomato Mozzarella
Salad, Potato Skins and the BRIO
Burger. And, BRIO’s cocktail and
wine specials include $5 Martini
Wednesdays and $5 Wine Thursdays.
Cocktails, beer, wines and martinis are sold where legally available.
*****
PIZZA FORTE OPENS
SECOND LOCATION AT
T-MOBILE ARENA
Pizza Forte has opened its second location at T-Mobile Arena in
Las Vegas. Loosely translated from
Italian as “powerful pizza,” Pizza
Forte is now located at the main
entrance on the first floor as well as
on the main concourse of the sports
and entertainment venue.
Pizza Forte’s second T-Mobile
Arena location offers Roman-style
pan pizza with the options of
Margherita, pepperoni or sausage
and pepper. In addition to gourmet
pizzas, the popular casual Italian
concept will offer Jumbo Hofmann
Beef Hotdogs; a variety of freshgrilled paninis and poutine and
truffle fries.
Pizza Forte will also keep fans
fed and happy with popular graband-go stadium snacks such as fresh
pretzels, popcorn, candy and homemade gelato. A variety of fresh
coffee drinks are also available.
“We’re pleased to see Pizza
Forte expanding at T-Mobile Arena. They’ve been a great partner to
Levy and fans can’t get enough of
their panini-pressed Italian sandwich. We’re heating things up in
the new stand with new coffee and
cappuccino offerings — another
first for Pizza Forte,” says Garry
Delucia, executive chef, Levy
Restaurants at T-Mobile Arena.
Loosely translated from Italian
as “powerful pizza,” Pizza Forte
serves New York-style pizza and
square, Roman-style pan pizza
by the slice with toppings including homemade sausage and fresh
vegetables, as well as gluten-free
options. In addition to freshly made
pizza, fountain drinks and Italian

soft drinks, desserts including cannolis and tiramisu, it offers housemade meatball sandwiches and is
the only Las Vegas dining venue to
offer three varieties of Hofmann hot
dogs: 100 percent beef, pork-andbeef and pork-and-veal varieties.
Pizza Forte is open daily starting
at 11 a.m. There are three locations:
Sunset Station in Henderson, Nevada; Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Las
Vegas and T-Mobile Arena. Pizza
Forte is owned by Mimmo and
Nikki Ferraro, Gino Ferraro and
Tony Sgro. For more information,
go to www.Pizza-Forte.com
*****
‘MARTIN NIEVERA:
A HOLIDAY SHOW’ BRINGS
FESTIVE HITS TO
SUNCOAST SHOWROOM
DURING THE HOLIDAY
SEASON DEC. 16-17
Concert King of the Philippines”
Martin Nievera will perform his
gold and platinum hits during a
special performance in celebration
of the holiday season, “Martin Nievera: A Holiday Show,” at Suncoast
Showroom on Saturday, Dec. 16
and Sunday, Dec. 17.
As the son of Bert Nievera, who
was best known as Johnny Mathis
of the Philippines and as a member
of the popular Hawaiian band “The
Society of Seven,” Nievera grew up
singing and dreaming of becoming a renowned singer. In 1979,
a year before Nievera graduated
high school in Concord, Calif., he
became one of 25 children chosen
to sing in a choir that backed up
for Barry Manilow at the Concord
Pavilion. Since this performance,
Nievera has worked toward making
his dreams come true, and today
continues to dazzle crowds in stadiums and casino showrooms, selling
out shows around the world with his
diverse repertoire.
Throughout his career, Nievera
has released several albums, including “Martin…Take One,” “The Best
Gift,” “Forever,” “Chasing Time,”
“Unforgettable” and “Milestones.”
Nievera has produced top-selling
albums, with 18 platinum, five double platinum, three triple platinum
and one quadruple platinum.
Nievera was one of four celebrity judges during the first season
of “The X Factor Philippines,” and
is the host of “A.S.A.P,” a musical
variety show in the Philippines. He
has appeared in numerous films and
television series and specials, including “Penthouse Live!,” “Martin
and Pops Twogether” and “Martin
After Dark.”
In “Martin Nievera: A Holiday
Show,” the singer-songwriter will
perform a mix of beloved holiday
songs and his own hits, including
movie and soap opera theme songs
and his own adaptations from
Broadway to Bublé.
Showtime is 8:30 p.m. Tickets
start at $19.95 plus taxes and fees,
and can be purchased by calling
Ticketmaster at 800.745.3000; online at www.suncoastcasino.com;
or in-person at Suncoast, The Orleans, Gold Coast and Sam’s Town.
Tickets may also be purchased the
day of the show (depending upon
availability) at the venue box office.
*****

BELLAGIO’S
CONSERVATORY &
BOTANICAL GARDENS
TRANSFORM INTO
GLAMOROUS HOLIDAY
WONDERLAND NOW
THROUGH JANUARY 6
Wander through the wonders of
winter at Bellagio’s Conservatory
& Botanical Garden’s holiday installation, on display now through
January 6, 2018.
Centered around a stunning
42-foot White Fir tree, guests will
marvel at the elegant ice princess
who reigns over the snow-kissed
gardens. Radiant ornaments hang
throughout the space as the spectacle comes to life with festive cheer.
Envisioned by designer Ed Libby and the Bellagio Horticulture
team, the display astounds the
senses and captivates the imagination this holiday season with festive
winter floral creations. Adding a bit
of glamour and sparkle to Bellagio’s most anticipated installation,
Libby drew inspiration from classic
children’s books and holiday lore,

including “The Chronicles of Narnia” by C.S. Lewis.
Guarded by four 14-foot toy
soldiers, guests will enter the
Conservatory via a walk-through
train station, the perfect setting to
share a special holiday moment
and capture memories. Draped in
white garland and surrounded by
lit trees and vibrant Poinsettias,
the entrance serves as a glimpse of
what’s to come.
At the heart of the West Garden,
the majestic holiday tree leaves
bystanders in awe. Decorated by
two elves, the 42-foot White Fir
shimmers with 7,000 lights and
2,500 ornaments. Making her debut in the holiday installation this
year, an 18-foot-tall ice princess
welcomes visitors. Escorted by two
polar bears, the princess is dressed
in timeless elegance with preserved
red roses, silver palmetto leaves,
fresh hydrangeas and Phalaenopsis
orchids. On the other side of the
tree, a group of silver wrapped
boxes overflow with ornaments
ready to be placed on the tree by
the cheerful elves.
Nearby, a polar bear family,
embellished with “fur” made of
thousands of white carnations, delight visitors young and old as two
baby bears play among the icebergs.
Another baby pops out of a box as
papa bear watches with affection.
Across the Conservatory in the
North Garden, two 10-foot trains
depart for the North Pole through
brick tunnels textured with crushed
walnuts and lined with snow and
candy canes. To complete the sea-

sonal theme, intricate snowflakes,
glistening ornaments and an illuminated moon are suspended high
above the gardens, visible from
every vantage point.
Bellagio’s Conservatory and Botanical Gardens is complimentary
to the public and open 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.
Holiday Display
By the Numbers
—34,000: Total number of
flowers on display for the duration
of the exhibit
—28,000: Number of Poinsettias
—7,000: Number of LED lights
found on the holiday tree
—7,000: Number of carnations
used to create the mama polar bear
—2,500: Number of ornaments
found on the holiday tree
—2,500: Number of white carnations and hydrangeas to create
each baby polar bear
—1,200: Number of red and
white roses to make each train
—125: Team members who participate in the display’s assembly
—42 feet: Height of the White
Fir holiday tree
—25: Number of Silver Tip Fir
trees
—10: Number of hanging ornaments
—6: Number of polar bears
—3: Number of hanging snowflakes
—4: Number of toy soldiers
—3: Number of trains
—2: Number of elves decorating
the tree

LifestyLes
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The Las Vegas Mini Gran Prix
Celebrates their 25th Anniversary

By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Las Vegas
Mini Gran Prix
Sandy Interviews Jerry and
Taylor Barton:
Jerry Barton, Owner of the Las
Vegas Mini Gran Prix, and his son
Taylor, the Marketing Director,
have been involved in this unique
business for 25 years but how did
it all begin?
Jerry: “This is my 12th place, I
started in 1970. Taylor and I like
cars, he has been racing since he
was 5 years old. It’s natural for us
to have a business with a lot of GoKarts and stuff like that.”
SZ: “A 5-year-old racer, wow!”
Taylor: “I was 2 years old driving his car, he had to do the gas
and brake.”
SZ: “What is it about racing that
you love so much? It’s dangerous.”
Taylor: “When I was younger, I
tried to be a basketball player but
being 5’4” didn’t turn out with the
7’ guys. My dad was an unusual
thinker, that’s how he came up with
this business. When adults take the
kids somewhere, the kids would be
having fun and the adults wouldn’t
and vice versa. We have seven acres
and 80 go-karts no matter what they
drive, no matter if you are 4 years
old all the way up to 90 or 100 this
is the fastest, the biggest and bad-

Double Go-Karts for an adult and child.

Jerry Barton, owner, Las Vegas Mini Gran Prix (right) and his son Taylor, Marketing (left).

dest go-kart track in Las Vegas!”
SZ: “Baddest, I like that.”
Taylor: “We have brand new
high-speed go-karts that just came
in from France, the only kiddie cart
so if you have a little one, the kid
can ride by themselves and we have
the only double kart, a parent can
ride with their child!”
Jerry: “You notice, he only talks
about cars, there is so much more.
We have a slide, tornado, a roller
coaster, even an airplane ride and
arcade games but he’s focusing on
the go-karts.”
SZ: “This is a big place, it would
be great for groups and parties.”
Taylor: “We have a 600 seat
party room with 50 or 60 parties
a Saturday, just on a Saturday. No
matter what groups- corporate,
sports events, team parties, groups
or family functions we have it all.
And the food is awesome! We
have the best pizza, ribs, chicken

Roller Coaster Ride

wings, chicken fingers, hot sub
sandwiches. Nothing is fried here
so your body will really enjoy our
food because everything is baked.”
SZ: “Food is very important and
we don’t usually find quality food in
fun places.”
Jerry: “We have very high quality in our ingredients.”
The Las Vegas Mini Gran Prix,
at 1401 N. Rainbow Blvd.; Open:
Monday-Friday, 11 a.m.-9 p.m.. and
Saturday-Sunday, 10 a.m.- 9 p.m.;
Call 702-500-1794.
*****
Award-winning syndicated columnist Sandy Zimmerman is a
Show and Dining reviewer as well
as travel, health, luxury living and
more. Sandy is talk show host of
Sandy Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV.
For information, questions, or to
recommend subjects, please call
(702)-731-6491 or email www.
sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com.
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New book explores
‘Wild Horse Country’
By Thomas Mitchell
What should be done about wild horses?
Colorado-based writer David Philipps
attempts to answer that question in his 316page book “Wild Horse Country,” published
in October.
The book sweeps across a span of time
and landscape as vast as the range of the wild
horse, delving into views and suggestions
from horse-huggers and horse-disparagers
alike, turning more than a few colorful similes and metaphors along the journey.
“Wild horses! Even if you have never
seen one, chances are if you grew up in the
United States you know what they mean,”
Philipps enthuses. “They are freedom. They
are independence. They are the ragtag misfits defying incredible odds. They are the
lowborn outsiders whose nobility springs
from the adversity of living a simple life. In
short, they are American. Or least they are
what we tell ourselves we are, and what we
aspire to be.”
The writer crisscrosses Nevada in his
trek toward understanding what should be
done to and for the wild horses — discussing
Nevadans from Reno secretary Velma Johnston who in 1950 cried after spotting a truck
load of bleeding wild horses in Sparks being
hauled to slaughter and went on to become
nationally famous as “Wild Horse Annie”
to interviewing Twin Springs Ranch owner
Joe Fallini who has successfully sued the
government nearly 30 times over its failure to
rein in the wild horse population on his ranch
and who curses “these goddamned horses.”
The problem is that the wild horse population on the open range has far exceeded what
the land can sustain. The Bureau of Land
Management’s answer — since Congress has
prohibited using budget money to humanely
dispose of excess animals — has been to
roundup excess horses and warehouse them
in corrals and private pastures where the stallions and mares are kept separate for all their
natural lives. Such warehousing, Philipps
notes, now eats up 66 percent of the BLM’s
budget, leaving little to cover the expense of
managing the horses still roaming wild and
competing for forage with sheep and cattle
and wildlife.
According to the latest BLM stats, there
are nearly 60,000 free-roaming horses in the
West, with nearly 35,000 of those in Nevada. But the BLM calculates the entire range
can sustain only 27,000 wild horses without
leading to degradation of the forage and the
horses themselves. There are nearly 45,000
“wild” horses being held in storage at a cost
of $50 million a year.
“Wild horses are the only species that the
government captures in large numbers alive
and then holds in storage,” Philipps observes.
“This is a stark departure from how we treat
other Old World domestic animals that have
gotten loose in America. Take feral hogs. The
United States kills tens of thousands a year.
… Sure, feral hogs aren’t companion animals
like horses. But consider our pets. We euthanize millions of dogs and cats each year.”
To set the stage for how this came to be

the author, who won a Pulitzer Prize for the
Colorado Springs newspaper in 2014 for a series on the mistreatment of wounded soldiers,
delves both into the fossils of long-extinct
horselike creatures that once browsed the
Western plains and the “return” of horses
with Spanish conquistadors.
Philipps’ research shows how the horse
changed history. For instance, Francisco
Pizarro defeated 80,000 Incas with 106 men
on foot and 62 in the saddle.
Then, in the late 17th century the rise of
wild horses on the range gave birth to Native
American “Horse Nations” that thrived on
horseback for two centuries — Apaches,
Utes, Sioux, Comanches, Nez Perce, Shoshone, Blackfoot, Crow, Cree, Pueblos, Navajo,
Pawnee, Arapaho, Kiowa, Cheyenne, Osage
and many more.
“The Apache and Kiowa gave up lives
of farming to hunt and raid on horseback.
The Osage, Sioux, Cheyenne, and Arapaho,
living in the forests on the eastern edge of
the plains, were drawn westward with horses,
leaving behind wood lodges in favor of new
buffalo-skin tents called teepees,” the book
recounts, also noting that horse-mounted
Indians managed to slow the westward migration of American settlers.
Philipps recounts how the automobile
devastated the market for horses as beasts
of burden and how mechanized pet food
canning factories consumed 2 million wild
horses in the 1920s. Though the slaughters

Wild horse overpopulation has caused many horses to die of starvation.
continued over the years, in 2007 Congress fertility drug studies. Then he learned about
defunded health inspections for horse-meat mountain lions.
slaughter houses, whether for human or pet
“The BLM was saying there was overpopconsumption, driving all such operations into ulation and there was actually underpopulaMexico or overseas.
tion, because the mountain lions were just
What to do about wild horses?
going crazy. This was something totally new,”
In his newly published book, “Wild Horse the book quotes Turner as saying. “The old
Country,” writer David Philipps offers his timers around here knew cats were hunting
suggestion for what to do about the overpop- horses, but no one in the scientific community
ulation of wild horses in the West, which are really realized it was happening, or that it
overgrazing the open range: “The solution is could happen.”
mountain lions.”
Turner told Philipps that the highly
Realizing that this will leave horse-hug- adaptive lions, which weigh from 100 to
gers aghast and cause cattle and sheep 180 pounds, had learned to lie in wait near
ranchers to gasp, Philipps forges ahead, “For watering spots and would spring on the backs
decades, the BLM has said the wild horse has of foals, sinking their claws into the flesh and
‘no natural predators.’ … But the same people biting the neck, severing the spine in seconds.
who have long dismissed using predators to
The researcher learned this by attaching
control horses as impossible have never made radio collars to some lions and tracking
an attempt to understand it. They have likely them for five years. His team discovered
been too busy rounding up and storing horses. that mature horses were too big for the lions
If they took the time to look into the idea of but they found foal carcasses near watering
mountain lions, they would see that research holes. In some years nearly two-thirds of the
on the ground contradicts the conventional foals were eaten. “You would have some lions
wisdom.”
eating a foal every other week or so,” Turner
Philipps came upon this audacious told the author.
“solution” after visiting Dr. John Turner at
Philipps also related that in 2005 a Unihis summer digs in Montgomery Pass near versity of Nevada, Reno a graduate student
Boundary Peak and the California border started tracking wild horses in the Virginia
west of Tonopah, where the researcher ob- Mountains. She managed to attach a radio
served wild horses and their environs. Turner collar to one mountain lion and follow it
spends his winter months working in a lab for 10 months, finding that 77 percent of
researching fertility drugs such as PZP, which the lion’s diet was horse flesh. Despite this,
is being used experimentally to dart mares in according to Philipps, the BLM expressed no
an effort to keep herds in check.
interest in the findings.
The book notes that Turner first came to
Meanwhile, the Nevada Division of
Montgomery Pass in 1985 intending to do Wildlife is spending $200,000 this year to
research on herd dynamics that might aid kill lions.
“The economic tangle of killing predators
while storing horses is mind-boggling. The
Bureau of Land Management warehouses
thousands of horses each year,” Philipps
writes. “Each of those horses costs on average
$50,000 to capture, house, and feed over its
lifetime. At the same time, we are spending
millions to kill mountain lions in the West. It
is fairly safe to say that every dollar spent taking out mountain lions in Wild Horse Country
drives up the cost of storing wild horses.”
While Philipps’ solution has a certain
appeal for being a natural population control method, we suggest that in an earlier
chapter he reported an even better and more
economically viable solution offered by a
Eureka rancher. Besides, foals, calves and
lambs probably taste the same.
In 2010 George Parman posted a letter
on the Internet, “No, what we need to do, is
to let the ranchers and the mustangers take
care of the problem, just as they did in the old
days, back when, along in the Fall a handful
of cowboys would take their saddle horses
— throw a bunch of grub and their bedrolls
in the back of a pickup — and off they’d go
to do a little mustanging. … The horses were
automatically kept at reasonable numbers.
It cost the taxpayer nothing. The best of the
horses were put on the market for people to
use and enjoy. The remainder of the older
and less desirable animals were euthanatized
via a facility that made good use of the end
product. … The cattle had plenty to eat. The
horses had plenty to eat. Wildlife did well.”
Both solutions make too much commonsense to ever be tried.
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Milestones In Your Leadership
By Doug Dickerson
“Leadership is practiced not so
much in words as in attitudes and
in actions.” — Harold S. Geneen
Not long ago, I was in Washington D.C. for a speaking engagement. Afterward, I stayed a
few extra days to take in some of
the sights.
In the short time I was there, it
would have been impossible to take
in all that Washington has to offer.
So I prioritized my choices and set
out to make the most of it.
First on my list was an early
morning stroll through the sacred
grounds of Arlington National
Cemetery. Although I had been
there before, it was just as inspiring
as ever. To walk among the lush
hills where our national heroes
like President John F. Kennedy are
buried was quite moving.
But one of the most interesting
experiences for me occurred on the
steps of the Lincoln Memorial. To
be sure, it is an inspiring memorial
to visit. On this given day it was
quite busy with many people walking to the top of the steps to see the
statue of Abraham Lincoln and his
quotes that adorn the walls.
But very few noticed another
piece of significant history engraved on the steps on the way up.
It’s an inscription marking the spot
where on August 28, 1963, Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. gave his infamous “I Have A Dream” speech.

DoUg DICkErsoN
Most people missed the tribute to
this epic piece of American history
right under their feet.
Lincoln set into motion the freeing of the slaves eight-five miles
away in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania
with the Emancipation Proclamation. One hundred and one years
later, on the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial, Dr. King awakened the
nation’s consciousness with the
reminder that “America has given
the Negro people a bad check, a
check which comes back marked
‘insufficient funds’. But we refuse
to believe that the bank of justice
is bankrupt”.
Whether it was seeing President
Kennedy’s gravesite at Arlington,
the Lincoln Memorial, or standing
on the steps in the exact spot as
Martin Luther King, there were

many milestones by famous leaders
to take in.
Milestones in your leadership
come in unexpected ways and at
unexpected times. Here are a few
leadership themes I was reminded
of on my trip.
The highest calling of
leadership is in
service to others
One cannot walk the grounds of
Arlington without acknowledging
with humility the service and sacrifice of the brave men and women
buried there.
In his inaugural address, President John F. Kennedy challenged
the American spirit with these immortal words, “Ask not what your
country can do for you, ask what
you can do for your country…”
It’s in the spirit of those words we
are reminded of the importance of
servant leadership.
The greatest opportunity
of leadership is
to inspire others
When Martin Luther King Jr.
took to the steps of the Lincoln Memorial he prophetically spoke into
our collective consciousness. His
words elevated the dialogue, lifted
spirits, challenged us to be better.
He had the courage to see things
as they were and the foresight to
see things as they could be. He
dreamed of a day he could envision
“when my four little children will
one day live in a nation where they

BEHIND THE MIKE

The Funniest Woman Alive
By Michael A. Aun
She is 6 feet-2 inches tall and
commands an audience like no
other woman I know. Her name
is Jeanne Robertson, CSP, CPAE
Speaker Hall of Fame. I have
known her since I joined the National Speakers Association in
1978.
She is one of the funniest women on the platform and unlike
many others in the baby boomer
generation she has kept up with
the times. As Jeanne grew older
her material got newer and more
contemporary… and as a result, got
even better!
Jeanne is a regular on satellite
radio where she is on a handful of
comedy channels after her popularity skyrocketed when a handful
of her humorous clips went viral
as videos.
What makes Jeanne Robertson
so unique? Her focus of the humor
in her life has offered her a wealth
of experiences from which to draw
because. She is constantly searching for the humor in the situation,
no matter how difficult.
A former 1963 Miss North
Carolina and physical education
teacher, Jeanne Swanner Robertson
relies heavily on all her exclusive
and distinctive experiences in her
unusual life. She just thinks funny
and chooses to put her whole life
on display.
Her husband Jerry and I used to
hang out in the back of the room
while Jeanne was killing on the
platform. He is just down-home
good people. To look at his 6 ft. 6
in. frame, you would have thought
they met on a basketball court. In
her performances she calls him
“Left Brain” and they have a son
they affectionately call “Beaver,”
who towers above both of them at
6 ft. 8 in.

MICHAEL A. AUN
Jerry did play some basketball
at Duke and served as their captain
before earning his doctorate at
the University of North Carolina.
He later served as Superintendent
of the Alamance County School
system.
During her early years on the
platform Jeanne cut her teeth
speaking about her experiences as
a 6 ft. 2 in. middle school student
who had more than her fair share
of challenges ranging from being
taller than every teacher she ever
had to competing in the Miss America competition. She jokes that she
came in 49th out of 50, losing only
to the girl from Mississippi who
played the comb (which had several
teeth missing).
I actually got to know a different side of Jeanne Robertson. We
share some industry designations.
She was honored by Toastmasters
International® with their Golden
Gavel Award. She has earned kudos
from the White House and was honored as a Legend of the Speaking
Profession. She served as the first
woman President of the National
Speakers Association and received
the organization’s highest honor,
The Cavett.

Mind you… she did these things
when few women were making
headway on platforms across the
planet. If you weren’t a female celebrity, it was even more difficult.
History will record that she was one
of the pioneers of not just women
in speaking but of incorporating
good, clean, clever humor on the
platform, all by choosing to find
the wit and comedy in the situation.
Now in her mid-seventies, I
personally think she is funnier than
she ever was because her humor has
aged pleasantly along with her. Not
only is she all over YouTube but
she is an accomplished published
author. She expanded her marketing
to address the aging population of
America and that has served her
well.
She has fascinated audiences all
over and has been featured on everything from the Grand Ole Opry
to CBS Sixty Minutes. Jeanne’s
constant attention to updating and
upgrading her material exposes her
real genius on the platform. So few
of our colleagues in the speaking
business transform with the times,
limiting our demand. Not Jeanne.
She’s more in demand than ever.
However her marketing genius
is hinged directly to this one key
decision. In small town America
where beauty pageants are so much
a part of the fabric of the community, Jeanne built a business early on
sharing her experiences as Master
of Ceremonies.
Today she could just as easily
speak to those same contestants in
their nursing home and command
just as much humor. She was ahead
of her time.
Michael Aun is a syndicated
columnist and writes a weekly column for this newspaper. To contact
Michael Aun, email him at maun@
lasvegastribune.com.
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The spot on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial where Dr. king gave
his “I Have a Dream” speech. — Photo provided by Doug Dickerson

will not be judged by the color of
their skin but by the content of their
character”.
We need more leaders to step
up and elevate and inspire all of us
to reach our God-given potential.
The greatest responsibility
of leadership is in the
building of our character
The news headlines of today
make it clear that we have work to
do. Character-based leadership is
needed now more than ever.
“Nearly all men can stand adversity.” said Abraham Lincoln, “but if
you want to test a man’s character,

give him power”. And this is the
great leadership challenge of our
generation. We must be leaders of
character first and foremost.
Milestones in leadership are
built in the intentional choices and
disciplines on our leadership journey. Heed the words of the leaders
who have gone before us, look to
the future with hope.
*****
Doug Dickerson is a syndicated
columnist. He writes a weekly column for this newspaper. To contact
Doug Dickerson, email him at
ddickerson@ lasvegastribune.com.
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GOP eyes post-tax-cut changes to
welfare, Medicare and Social Security

By Jeff Stein
Washington Post
High-ranking Republicans are
hinting that, after their tax overhaul,
the party intends to look at cutting
spending on welfare, entitlement
programs such as Social Security
and Medicare, and other parts of
the social safety net.
House Speaker Paul D. Ryan
(R-Wis.) said recently that he wants
Republicans to focus in 2018 on
reducing spending on government
programs.
Last month, President Trump
said welfare reform will “take place
right after taxes, very soon, very
shortly after taxes.”
As Republicans advocate spending cuts, they have frequently cited
a need to reduce the national deficit
while growing the economy.
“You also have to bring spending under control. And not discretionary spending. That isn’t the
driver of our debt. The driver of
our debt is the structure of Social
Security and Medicare for future
beneficiaries,” Sen. Marco Rubio
(R-Fla.) said this week.
“We’re spending ourselves into
bankruptcy,” Hatch said. “Now,
let’s just be honest about it: We’re
in trouble. This country is in deep
debt. You don’t help the poor by
not solving the problems of debt,
and you don’t help the poor by
continually pushing more and more
liberal programs through.”
The GOP tax bill currently under
consideration in the Senate would
increase the federal deficit by
nearly $1.5 trillion over a decade,
according to Congress’s official tax
analysts and multiple other nonpartisan analysts. When economic
growth the measure could create is
included in the analysis, Congress’s
official tax scorekeeper predicted
the bill would add $1 trillion to the
deficit over 10 years.
Trump has not clarified which
specific programs would be affected by the proposed “welfare
reform.”
During the presidential campaign, Trump vowed that there
would be “no cuts” to Social Security, Medicare or Medicaid,
although the president has reversed
many of his economic campaign
promises since taking office.
The remarks from leading Republicans have fueled a growing
fear among liberals that the GOP
will use higher deficits — in part
caused by their tax bill — as a
pretext to accomplish the longheld conservative policy objective
of cutting government health-care
and social-service spending, which
the left believes would hit the poor
the hardest.
“What’s coming next is all too
predictable: The deficit hawks will
come flying back after this bill becomes law,” said Sen. Ron Wyden
(D-Ore.), the ranking Democrat on
the finance committee. “Republicans are already saying ‘entitlement
reform’ and ‘welfare reform’ are
next up on the docket. But nobody
should be fooled — that’s just
code for attacks on Medicaid, on
Medicare, on Social Security, on
anti-hunger programs.”
On the Senate floor Thursday
night, Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.)
asked Rubio and Sen. Patrick J.
Toomey (R-Pa.) to promise that Republicans would not advance cuts to
Medicare and Social Security after

their tax bill. Toomey said that there
was “no secret plan” to do so, while
Rubio said he opposed cuts to either
program for current beneficiaries.
However, neither closed the door
to changing the programs for future
beneficiaries.
“I am not going to support any
cuts to people who are on the program and need those benefits. But
I want this program to survive,”
Toomey said. To which Sanders
responded: “He just told you he’s
going to cut Social Security.”
Many conservatives have long
argued for cutting and changing
social safety net programs, arguing
that anti-poverty programs have
failed and that Social Security
spending is growing at an unsustainable rate.
Still, members of both parties
have long been reticent to cut benefits, especially for seniors, due in
part to the potential political cost of
doing so. And in discussing changes, Republicans, including Rubio,
have largely confined their ideas to
plans that would affect new bene-

President Trump greets Vice President Pence, and House Speaker Paul D. Ryan (R-Wis.) in this file photo.
ficiaries, rather than current ones.
Still, it may be particularly
difficult for Republicans to push

those measures ahead of the 2018
midterm elections, in which many
in swing states and districts face

well-funded Democratic challengers hoping to ride an anti-Trump
wave into office.
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Millions face shrinking
Social Security payments

that rises each year with the average
national wage.
But the limit only increases if
monthly benefits increase.
Critics argue that Social Security recipients shouldn’t get an
increase when inflation is negative.
They note that recipients got a big
increase in January — after energy
prices had started to fall. They also
note that Social Security recipients
received one-time $250 payments
in the spring as part of the government’s economic stimulus package.
Consumer prices are down from
2008 levels, giving Social Security
recipients more purchasing power,
even if their benefits stay the same,
said Andrew G. Biggs, a resident
scholar at the American Enterprise
Institute, a Washington think tank.
“Seniors may perceive that they
are being hurt because there is no
COLA, but they are in fact not getting hurt,” Biggs said. “Congress
has to be able to tell people they are

not getting everything they want.”
Social Security is also facing
long-term financial problems. The
retirement program is projected
to start paying out more money
than it receives in 2016. Without
changes, the retirement fund will
be depleted in 2037, according to
the Social Security trustees’ annual
report this year.
President Obama has said he
would like tackle Social Security
next year, after Congress finishes
work on health care, climate change
and new financial regulations.
Lawmakers are preoccupied by
health care, making it difficult to
address other tough issues. Advocates for older people hope their
efforts will get a boost in October,
when the Social Security Administration officially announces that
there will not be an increase in
benefits next year.
“I think a lot of seniors do not
know what’s coming down the

pike, and I believe that when they
hear that, they’re going to be upset,” said Sen. Bernie Sanders, an
independent from Vermont who
is working on a proposal for onetime payments for Social Security

recipients.
“It is my view that seniors are
going to need help this year, and
it would not be acceptable for
Congress to simply turn its back,”
he said.
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By Stephen Ohlemacher
ABC News
Millions of older people face
shrinking Social Security checks
next year, the first time in a generation that payments would not rise.
The trustees who oversee Social Security are projecting there won’t be
a cost of living adjustment (COLA)
for the next two years. That hasn’t
happened since automatic increases
were adopted in 1975.
By law, Social Security benefits
cannot go down. Nevertheless,
monthly payments would drop for
millions of people in the Medicare
prescription drug program because
the premiums, which often are
deducted from Social Security
payments, are scheduled to go up
slightly.
“I will promise you, they count
on that COLA,” said Barbara
Kennelly, a former Democratic
congresswoman from Connecticut
who now heads the National Committee to Preserve Social Security
and Medicare. “To some people,
it might not be a big deal. But to
seniors, especially with their health
care costs, it is a big deal.”
Cost of living adjustments are
pegged to inflation, which has
been negative this year, largely
because energy prices are below
2008 levels.
Advocates say older people still
face higher prices because they
spend a disproportionate amount of
their income on health care, where
costs rise faster than inflation.
Many also have suffered from declining home values and shrinking
stock portfolios just as they are
relying on those assets for income.
“For many elderly, they don’t
feel that inflation is low because
their expenses are still going up,”
said David Certner, legislative
policy director for AARP. “Anyone
who has savings and investments
has seen some serious losses.”
About 50 million retired and
disabled Americans receive Social
Security benefits. The average
monthly benefit for retirees is
$1,153 this year. All beneficiaries
received a 5.8 percent increase in
January, the largest since 1982.
More than 32 million people are
in the Medicare prescription drug
program. Average monthly premiums are set to go from $28 this
year to $30 next year, though they
vary by plan. About 6 million people in the program have premiums
deducted from their monthly Social
Security payments, according to
the Social Security Administration.
Millions of people with Medicare Part B coverage for doctors’
visits also have their premiums
deducted from Social Security
payments. Part B premiums are expected to rise as well. But under the
law, the increase cannot be larger
than the increase in Social Security
benefits for most recipients.
There is no such hold-harmless
provision for drug premiums.
Kennelly’s group wants Congress to increase Social Security
benefits next year, even though
the formula doesn’t call for it. She
would like to see either a 1 percent
increase in monthly payments or a
one-time payment of $150.
The cost of a one-time payment,
a little less than $8 billion, could be
covered by increasing the amount
of income subjected to Social Security taxes, Kennelly said. Workers
only pay Social Security taxes on
the first $106,800 of income, a limit
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Four questions to ask yourself
as you are planning retirement
By Barbara Duckett
Social Security Public Affairs
Specialist in Las Vegas
Deciding when to start receiving
your retirement benefits from Social Security is a decision that only
you can make, and you should make
that decision with as much information as possible. There are a lot
of important questions to answer.
Should you claim benefits earlier
and get a smaller monthly payment
for more years? Or should you wait
and get a bigger monthly amount
over a shorter period?
There are no right or wrong
answers, but we encourage you
to consider these four important
questions as you plan for your financially secure retirement:
How much money will
I need to live comfortably
in retirement?
Anticipate what your expenses
will be in retirement, including
things like mortgage payments or
rent, utilities, healthcare insurance
and related costs, food, personal
care, car payments and maintenance, entertainment, hobbies,
travel, and credit card or other
debt. Also, consider whether you’ll
need to provide for your spouse,
children, or grandchildren.
What will my monthly
Social Security
retirement benefit be?
The average monthly Social
Security benefit for a retired worker
in 2018 is $1,404 (up from $1,377
in 2017). The average monthly Social Security benefit for a disabled
worker in 2018 is $1,197 (up from
$1,173 in 2017). As a reminder,
eligibility for retirement benefits
still requires 40 credits (usually
about 10 years of work). The Social
Security Act details how the annual
Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA)
is calculated. You can read more
about the COLA at www.socialsecurity.gov/cola. The best way to
get an estimate of your retirement
benefit is with a my Social Security
account. Get yours today at www.
socialsecurity.gov/myaccount.
Will I have other income
to supplement my
Social Security benefits?
Secure your financial future with
a retirement portfolio that includes
savings, investments, and possibly
a pension plan. If you’re willing and
able, you may choose to increase
your income by working past retirement age. Social Security replaces
a percentage of a worker’s pre-retirement income based on your lifetime earnings. The amount of your
average wages that Social Security
retirement benefits replaces varies
depending on your earnings and
when you choose to start benefits.
If you start benefits at age 67, this
percentage ranges from as much
as 75 percent for very low earners,
to about 40 percent for medium
earners, to about 27 percent for high
earners. If you start benefits after
age 67, these percentages would be
higher. If you start benefits earlier,
these percentages would be lower.
Most financial advisors say you will
need about 70 percent of pre-retirement income to live comfortably in
retirement, including your Social
Security benefits, investments, and
other savings.
How long do I expect
my retirement to last?
Anticipate the length of your
retirement, keeping in mind that
many American workers will live
much longer than the “average”
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retiree. Consider your health, family longevity, and lifestyle. Your
Social Security retirement benefits
will provide continuous income

preparation will help you to make
a well-informed decision about
when to start receiving your Social
Security benefits.
If you’ve contributed enough to
the Social Security system through
FICA payroll taxes, you can receive
your full retirement benefit at age
66 or 67 depending on when you
were born. You may also claim it
sooner, starting at age 62, at a permanently reduced rate. Or you may
wait until after your full retirement
age, increasing your benefit amount
by up to 8 percent per full year to
age 70.
Social Security is with you
through life’s journey, and we’re
here to help you prepare for a financially secure future for you and
your family. We invite you to use
our online retirement planners at
www.socialsecurity.gov/planners/
retire/.
To learn more about all of our
programs, please join us at www.
socialsecurity.gov.
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What You
Need To
Know
By Dr Nina Radcliff

When it comes to
Reaching Out,
Everybody Wins!!

By Dr. Nina Radcliff, MD
The recent spate of natural disasters from wildfires and tropical
storms, along with the horrific
tragedies witnessed in Las Vegas
and New York, has cast a light on
the incredible impact volunteers
and giving have on helping people
in need.
Volunteering and giving changes
lives. Your outreach and charitable
contributions are priceless in value,
purpose — and too, to the wellbeing
of those in your community and our
nation... and for you. Aside from
being considered the secret weapon
of successful, happy people, reaching out in compassion to help others
has positive health benefits. In fact
studies show that people who volunteer lead longer, healthier lives.
Some public-health experts believe
the time has come for doctors to
recommend it alongside quality
sleep, diet and exercise.
Recently I reviewed a fascinating series of studies out of Harvard
School of Public Health on the
fight against the disease that is
estimated to kill one of every four
people you know and how most
scientists studying cardiovascular
epidemiology are focusing on the
usual suspects such as cholesterol,
obesity, and cardiac structure. And
for good reason! However, today,
we are seeing more research being
done on the powerful benefits from
your relationships and purpose in
life. How do they affect health, how
is purpose gained and lost, and how
can it be weaponized to keep people
alive and well? And volunteering
and giving to a cause is connected to both your relationships and
purpose. I read a great statement in
Forbes on this body of research that
aptly underscored, “Volunteering
has always been viewed as good
for your soul. Now it turns out that
it’s also good for your health and
your career.”
When we reach out to others or
take up a cause (with our time, talent, money or other resources) we
often discover how impactful and
necessary our actions are — and
we gain a sense of “really” making
a difference. And, too, focusing
outside ourselves is powerful; it
implies “otherness.” Most of the
context of our day-to-day lives is
embedded within our relationships
with others. The number and quality of those relationships strongly
influences our health.
Research has consistently shown
that volunteering increases the
effects on six measures of wellbeing: happiness, life satisfaction,
self-esteem, mastery, depression,
and physical health.
What are some physical
and mental health benefits
of volunteering?
Increases longevity (volunteering can help us live longer):
In one review article, researchers
gathered information from 40 different studies and found that it can
decrease the risk of premature death
by 22 percent! This is equivalent to
the increase in lifespan that is seen
when someone quits smoking!!
Touching Hearts and Minds:
Researchers have measured people’s blood pressure before and
after performing an act of kindness
and then again before and after
spending money on themselves.
Findings showed that those who
performed a good deed had lower
blood pressure after; whereas, the
group that spent money on themselves, did not show a reduction in
blood pressure. While the reasons
are not entirely clear, it is believed
that altruistic acts decrease stress;
increase levels of the hormone
oxytocin (which drops blood pressure); and in some instances, is a
catalyst for physical activity (e.g.,
fundraising walks, runs).
Another research report conducted by a Washington D.C.-based
corporation for National and Community Service recently revealed
that charitable work could literally
make the heart grow stronger. It
has been found that individuals

with coronary artery disease who
participate in volunteer activities
after suffering a heart attack report
a reduction in despair and depression, and that, in turn, drives down
mortality and adds years to your
life.
And it’s a fact that those who
reach out in support of a cause or
volunteer have fewer incidents of
heart disease in the first place.
Mental Health: Doing for others fosters feelings of connection
and attachments (to the people you
are helping and other volunteers),
life satisfaction, and positive attitudes. These are all associated with
increases in “feel good” hormones,
in particular serotonin which protects against depression. In fact,
today, the most widely prescribed
anti-depressants are those that elevate serotonin levels! Additionally,
it helps to divert attention from
our worries and can help alleviate
anxiety.
And helping others is a great
way to be happier. According to
a study by researchers from the
London School of Economics, it
was found that weekly volunteers

had a hike in happiness that was
comparable to earning an income
of $75,000 to $100,000 versus
$20,000.
Reduces Risk of Alzheimer’s
Dementia: It has been found (study
from University of Calgary), that
retirees who volunteered in their
community at least one hour per
week on a consistent basis were
2.4 times less likely to develop dementia five years later. Our brain is
like a muscle, and there is a saying:
“use it or lose it.” Volunteering is
a great way to stay socially and
mentally active and maintain our
brain’s function.
Pain Relief: Involvement with
an outreach can help to suppress
physical pain by releasing endorphins—our body’s natural pain
reliever. In one study, when chronic-pain sufferers volunteered to lead
discussion groups for pain sufferers
or make weekly calls to check in
on patients, their own pain levels
decreased.
Who benefits from
volunteering?
The physical and mental benefits
of volunteering is seen across all
generations and includes greater
life satisfaction and better perceived health. In a controlled trial
at Washington University in St.
Louis, older adults who began
tutoring children demonstrated
improvements in stamina, memory,
and flexibility, as well as decreased
levels of depression.
And in another study, when
tenth-graders began volunteering
at an after-school program for
children, the high schoolers lost
weight, reported better sleep and
had improved cholesterol profiles
compared to their non-volunteering
peers. However, the research to date
shows the effects are most pronounced among older adults. One
reason for this is that they have left
the workforce and have more time.
Additionally, the level of social
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integration impacts how much you
may benefit — at any age. Those
who had fewer social networks,
benefit the most. It is believed that
the number of social roles that an
individual has can provide meaning
and purpose to his or her life, while
protecting him or her from isolation
in difficult periods.
Reaching Out to Help: Fact
is you don’t need to devote huge
chunks of time or resources to
make a difference — or reap health
benefits. No matter your reason
for volunteering or giving, good
comes out of your dedication to
make the effort. And as you follow
your heart, take time to reflect and
do your research so you can better
understand the process (and efforts)
of becoming involved:
—Identify your goals: What
causes are important to you? Do
you want to volunteer in your community, meet people who are different than you, try something new
and challenging, see a new place, or
experience a type of work we may
want to do as a full-time job.
—Determine if you prefer to
work independently, behind the
scenes, or with others (children,
adults, animals). Additionally,
figure out how much time you are
willing to commit.
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—Identify your skills: Consider
incorporating a hobby into your
generosity. For example, knitters
can make and donate scarves, hats,
or other items; gardeners can help
a neighbor or school plant flowers
or vegetables; animal lovers can
help walk an elderly or sick neighbor’s dog or volunteer at an animal
hospital or shelter; and those who
love children can give their time
at a local school or mentoring an
after-school program.
The recent images from events
our nation (and the world) has
experienced this year of neighbor- helping-neighbor and people-helping-strangers, powerfully
communicates the soul of healing in
the outpouring of giving in times of
need. We play vital roles in helping
people and it is through volunteer
efforts we can provide invaluable
assistance. I thank (and salute)
each of you, for every outreach in
lending a helping hand you have
given. And too, while I know it is
not the motivator, I wanted you to
know, it is positively powerful to
your health and wellbeing. From
my heart to yours — we venture on
knowing that volunteering help is a
year-round project that is especially
important during the holidays, as
needs are increased — Enjoy!!
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EarthTalk is written and edited by Roddy Scheer and Doug
Moss and is a registered trademark of E - The Environmental
Magazine (www.emagazine.com). Send questions to: earthtalk@
emagazine.com. Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/subscribe;
Free Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
Dear EarthTalk: I want to set a
good environmental example with
my gift-giving this holiday season.
Any tips on how—or even better,
what — to give greener? — Jane
P., Bowie, MD
The holidays are a time for
giving but it is also important to be
conscious about spending your gift
budget wisely to eliminate packaging waste, buy products that will
last and patronize manufacturers
and retailers known for social and
environmental responsibility.
So, what are some ideas? The
Waterpebble is a great gift for
anyone trying to lead a greener lifestyle. This gadget tracks how much
water you use in your shower. After
programmed, it signals a yellow
light at your half-shower mark and
flashes red when it’s time to turn
off the faucet.
Music lovers might like the
iBamboo speaker. This portable
bamboo speaker for iPhones 4,5,6,
and 7 requires no batteries or electricity and has no wires — it’s just
a simple block of bamboo that projects sound using natural acoustics.
If the iBamboo isn’t loud enough,
try eco-amp from eco-made. While
it does use electricity, the eco-amp
is made out of all recycled materials
and can in turn be entirely recycled
when it’s useful life is over — and
it’s made in the USA, which helps
employ Americans while saving on
transportation emissions.
The environmental clothes horse
on your list may appreciate a shirt
or some pants from Alternative
Apparel, which uses non-toxic
dyes on eco-friendly fabrics and
makes 80 percent of its garments
with sustainable materials. Another eco-friendly clothing brand
is United By Blue, which pays to
pull a pound of trash from water
bodies for each of its fashionable
and comfortable items sold.
Kids may not care whether their
gifts are good for the environment,
so it’s up to us adults to make sure
we are setting a good example and
spending our money on “good”
gifts. You can’t go wrong for your
kiddo with a bamboo bank from
Jones and Mae. The eco-friendly
three-way (share/save/spend) box
teaches the importance of charity
and saving. Meanwhile, Green Toys
sells a wide range of 100 percent
recycled kids products, including
books, toy cars, baby toys and more
at reasonable prices.
Of course, holiday presents do
not always have to be physical
items. A great idea for gifts that are
personal and different are sports/
active lessons. Would someone you
love appreciate tennis lessons, an

art class, or a yoga gift certificate?
The holidays are meant to show
those who are special to you how
much you love them and there are
no better gifts than those that are
personal, thoughtful and not only
good for those who receive but also
the environment!
And let’s not forget that there is

The portable iBamboo speaker makes a great gift for green-leaning loved ones as it’s made out of
sustainably harvested bamboo and uses natural acoustics to amplify the sound of your
iPhone without any wires, batteries or electricity whatsoever.

more to greener holiday shopping
than just what you buy.
Don’t forget that your reusable
shopping bags aren’t just for the
grocery store anymore: Bring them

with you to the mall, as well, so you
don’t have to waste your favorite
retailers’ plastic or paper shopping
bags.
Also, if you’re going to wrap

your gifts, make sure to use recycled wrapping paper, or even better,
get creative and repurpose some
other paper materials lying around
as gift wrap.
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Café Hollywood opened
in Planet Hollywood

By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
and Café Hollywood
Café Hollywood’s festive atmosphere brings back memories of the
early films and studios.
Sebastien Buquoy, the Café
Hollywood General Manager, explained, “The Café Hollywood is a
tribute to everything Hollywood for
the past 25 years through the eyes of
Planet Hollywood. We have a lot of
celebrity’s pictures on the walls and
so many great memories.”
SZ: “You’ve just been open one
month, have any celebrities come
in yet?”
BUQUOY: “Yes, right here in
the VIP Banquet Room, all of the
contestants from the Miss Universe
contest.”
SZ: “How is this restaurant different from the other restaurants?”
BUQUOY: “Our presentation is
exceptional!”
SZ: “I agree, the food and presentation stands out like the High
Roller Sampler and the Chicken
Crunch.”
BUQUOY: “We offer an amazing menu everything from appetizers, salads, burgers, sandwiches,
steaks, show bites with over 150
items. There’s filet Mignon, Ribeye, Tenderloin, NY Strip Steak,
Kobe beef and even a NY Strip
Steak House Salad. The Chicken
Crunch is a secret recipe from
Debbie Moore.”
SZ: “The Café Hollywood is
open 24 hours and you serve breakfast 24 hour but what about a good
steak at 2 a.m.?”
BUQUOY: “We cook it slowly
so it will be nice and juicy.”
SZ: “Do you have any healthy
selections on your menu?”
BUQUOY: “There are egg white
omelets, yogurt and several other
selections for breakfast, lunch and
dinner, we have everything!”
I wanted to add more details to
some of the selections:
The High Roller Sampler includes the world famous Chicken
Crunch, Texas Tostados, Buffalo
Wings, five Cheese Dip & fried

Sebastien Buquoy, General Manager of Cafe Hollywood, inside Planet Hollywood
Jumbo Shrimp served in a movable
Ferris Wheel with a seat for each
dish for four people.
The world famous Chicken Crunch, Chicken tenders
hand-breaded with a crunchy sweet
coating, served with their Signature
Creole mustard sauce, is served in
a special red wire container shaped
like a chicken.
Blackened 12 oz. USDA Choice
NY strip is topped with bleu cheese

crumbles & fried onions, served
with hand-cut steak fries and green
bean blend.
The Asian Diced Tenderloin is
stir-fried in a black pepper sauce
with mushrooms, onions, and jasmine rice.
8 oz. USDA Choice filet mignon
is served with red wine veal jus,
hand-cut steak fries & green bean
blend.
Café Hollywood also features

High Roller Sampler Ferris Wheel for four people

a private dining room, located off
the main dining room. This space
features bi-fold doors for complete
privacy and the ability to accommodate up to 65 people for any special
occasion.
Café Hollywood is located on
the main casino floor within Planet
Hollywood Resort & Casino located at 3667 S Las Vegas Blvd. For
more information please visit www.
thecafehollywood.com and https://

World Famous Chicken Crunch

High Roller Sampler

www.thecafehollywood.com/menu
*****
Award-winning syndicated columnist Sandy Zimmerman is a
Show and Dining reviewer as well
as travel, health, luxury living and
more. Sandy is talk show host of
Sandy Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV.
For information, questions, or to
recommend subjects, please call
(702)-731-6491 or email www.
sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com.
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Joan Lunden, journalist, best-selling author, former host of Good Morning America & senior living advocate.

